BRAMAN MOTOR CARS
PALM BEACH

WELCOME

As masters of the invisible setting, the
Aletto family takes pride in passing
down this skilled technique from father
to sons for five generations. Never massproduced, their hand-crafted work is
authentic from beginning to end, and
the journey of a single piece is equally
impressive as the end result.
After refining design sketches and shaping
the metal, each stone is selected to capture
the perfect clarity and depth of color. Then
the meticulous lapidary and stone setting
work begins, as each exquisitely intricate
design takes months to complete.
The Aletto Brothers’ artistic creations of
sapphires, rubies and diamonds embody
the very elegance that is eagerly sought by
connoisseurs at the illustrious Sotheby’s
and Christie’s auction houses.

A message from the Director of Sales:
Rolls-Royce and Bentley Motorcars are two of the most remarkable vehicles on the earth.The
craftsmanship and individuality is our ultimate goal when creating such striking automobiles for
each select client. No two units are alike and all are truly phenomenal.
When dealing with such highly-favored brands, it is imperative that the experience of
requisitioning your Rolls-Royce or Bentley is distinguished to exceed all expectations. As
Director of Luxury Sales at Braman Motorcars, both our Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Palm Beach
and Bentley Motors Palm Beach dealerships take great pride and honor to provide you with
the highest level of customer service and to dispense knowledge to every client that enters
our establishment.
Come select the perfect Braman motorcar to match your personal lifestyle. A true world class
experience awaits you with every visit.
Michael Visocky
Director of Luxury Sales
Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Palm Beach
Bentley Motors Palm Beach
Braman Motorcars

119 E Palmetto Park Rd. Boca Raton, FL 33432, USA

Tel: (561) 338-4144

aletto.bros@gmail.com

www.alettobrothers.com
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ROLLS-ROYCE PALM BEACH
MEET THE TEAM

Michael Visocky – Director of Luxury Sales –
michael.visocky@bramanmc.com 561-242-3189

David Macklin – Business Manager –
dave.macklin@bramanmc.com 561-242-3152

Gary Lev – Sales BDC –
gary.lev@bramanmc.com (561) 242-3412

Michael Richmond – Service Manager –
michael.richmond@bramanmc.com (561) 242-3240

Larry OiPerna – Client Advisor –

Marc Rieser – Client Advisor –
marc.rieser@bramanmc.com (561) 681-4921

larry.diperna@bramanmc.com (561) 681-4922

David Banner – Client Advisor –
david.banner@bramanmc.com (561) 681-4923

steven.bennett@bramanmc.com (561) 681-4925

Tracy Whyrick – Client Advisor –
tracy.whyrick@bramanmc.com (561) 681-4926

daniel.natarelli@bramanmc.com (561) 681-4919

Ken Wittmann – Client Advisor –
ken.wittmann@bramanmc.com (561) 681-4924

adam.levy@bramanmc.com (561) 681-4920

Laura Fezza – Sales Manager –
laura.fezza@bramanmc.com (561) 681-4903

Steven Bennett – Client Advisor –

DeVaughn Pickens – Sales Manager –
devaughn.pickens@bramanmc.com 561-242-3191

Daniel Natarelli – Client Advisor –

Turk Ozer – Business Manager –
serkan.ozer@bramanmc.com (561) 681-3157

Heather Twombly – Sales Assistant –
heather.twombly@bramanmc.com (561)681-4912

Adam Levy – Client Advisor –

Richard Cucchiello – Client Advisor –
richard.cucchiello@bramanmc.com (561) 681-4927
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“Deep in the desert, a girl danced around
a night fire. Taking some glowing embers,
she threw them high up into the air, where
they magically transformed into stars,
illuminating the pitch-black night, like
diamonds in the sky.”

THE GRAFF TRIBAL COLLECTION
Striking, sculptural motifs define
the Graff Tribal collection – a
contemporary reimagining of
universally understood symbols that
surround us in nature, recognised
across all cultures and civilisations.
Included in the collection are a
significant number of high jewellery
designs, many of which are unique
pieces. The artistic process of
interpreting these ageless forms
through drawings, sculptures and,
ultimately, jewels tells the Tribal
story through a contemporary visual
language, using a medium about
which Graff is passionate: exceptional
diamonds and gems.

An explosive sunburst symbolic of
life, energy and power, the New
Dawn motif is a signature of the
Tribal collection. Harnessing the
beauty of a sunrise breaking over the
horizon, each jewel blazes with the
powerful fire of the finest diamonds.

T

he girl who created the stars - the
ancient folk tale which provided
the first spark of inspiration for Graff’s
striking and sensual Tribal collection.

Night Moon
A perfect half-moon formed
of clusters of round and pavé
diamonds, Night Moon is symbolic
of clarity and reflection,. A modern
reimagining of an iconic motif, it
shines bright in Tribal jewels that
enchant with their talismanic beauty.

With the powerful new Tribal jewels,
Graff brings the art of storytelling to
poetic life. Launching on 20 March
to align with the Spring Equinox,
which ushers in new life and light, the
collection speaks to the soul of the
eternal beauty of nature.
Since time began, mankind has
been driven by a tribal instinct
to look to the stars and celestial
bodies for guidance. The search for
meaning in the heavens above has
inspired many captivating stories
that endure to this day.
This desire to make sense of
the world around us through
the ancient craft of storytelling
resonates throughout the Tribal
collection. Taking us on a journey
from dawn to dusk, sunrise to
sunset, it tells a compelling story
that is rooted in humanity.

New Dawn

The Tribal shoot:
on location in the sand dunes

THE TRIBAL SYMBOLS
The Graff Gateway
The hero motif in the Tribal
collection, the Graff Gateway
is a contemporary vision of
timelessness linking the past and
the future, the Earth and the stars.
Sublimely sculptural, abstract
ovals defined by expressive curves
resonate with symbolism.

Graff’s creative team travelled to the
Atlantis Dunes in the Western Cape,
South Africa, with leading fashion
photographer Mikael Jansson
and Portuguese supermodel Sara
Sampaio for the Tribal shoot.
Accompanied by large-scale,
blackened steel sculptures specially
created for the shoot, Jansson used
the elemental shapes and symbols
that are central to the collection
to create a series of striking images
of Sampaio adorned in key high
jewellery pieces from the collection.

221 Worth Avenue - Palm Beach, FL 33480 - T: +1 561 355 9292 - www.graff.com

Follow your dream, home.
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Innovation
On Every Level

T H E NE W T R I - D E C K F D 9 2
FIVE STATEROOMS. ON-DECK MASTER. BEACH CLUB. ENCLOSED SKYLOUNGE.
Inspired by a request for both an enclosed skylounge and an open flybridge, the Horizon FD92 model
offers the best of indoor and outdoor living. Five staterooms, including an on-deck master, a large
beach club and incredible interior volume round out this exceptional new model.

DEFINE YOUR HORIZON

E SERIES
56-98 F T

FD SERIES
70-125 F T

V SERIES
68-80 F T

RP SERIES
97-120 F T

EP SERIES
69-150 F T

P SERIES

130-145 F T

PC SERIES
52-74 F T

CC SERIES
80 F T +

For more than 30 years, Horizon Yachts has been pioneering the design and build of exceptional motor yachts for discerning owners. Leaders in advanced composite technologies
and naval architecture, Horizon sets the standards for innovation through its 8 series of customizable yacht models to suit every lifestyle.

Hori zon Yacht USA

+1 561 721 4850

hori zonyachtusa.com

BRAMAN ROLLS-ROYCE PALM BEACH
NEW GHOST TEST DRIVE EVENT.
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Braman invited customers to the showroom in West Palm Beach to test
drive and inspect the new Rolls-Royce Ghost and check out the Ghost
bespoke and accessories range.
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The interiors project
by Piero Lissoni

Project, for the external lines,
and to Piero Lissoni, art director
of the company since 2018, for
the interiors of the first unit.
While on the one hand the studio
Zuccon International Project
has been able to consolidate an
image, focusing on the idea of a
“family feeling” for the range,
on the other it has enhanced a
number of linguistic choices,
thanks to the larger dimension of
the new yacht.
Sanlorenzo SX112: the sea on board
The shipyard expands its SX line with a new 34-meter flagship designed by Zuccon International Project for
the external lines, with interiors by Piero Lissoni

A

pioneer by definition,
visionary and resolute,
once again Sanlorenzo
aims for the horizon and beyond,
shaping a new imaginary to give
rise to unprecedented habitat
solutions.
The result is the new SX112,
the flagship of the innovative
SX crossover line, the first in
the nautical world, launched
in 2017 by Sanlorenzo as a
special priority of Mr. Massimo
Perotti, Executive Chairman of
the company, who thanks to his
courage and ability to break with
conventions has been able to
bring a new type of yacht to the
market, with remarkable success.
A combination between the
classic motoryacht with flying
bridge, for which Sanlorenzo
has been and continues to
be one of the leading players
on a worldwide level, and the
explorer type, the SX range is

an intelligent proposal in which
style, flexibility and functionality
blend in a shared language.
The design concept
SX112 represents the
consolidation of a direction that
began with SX88 and led to
SX76, a challenge that continues
and is enhanced by new content,
wagering on the concept of a new
way of living on the sea: on board,
the barriers vanish, and the boat
opens to the outside, establishing
a close relationship with the
marine context.
The focal point of the project
is the new stern zone, which
undoubtedly represents the most
iconic area of the yacht, a choice
that generates new suggestions
and habitat perspectives based
on an idea of the architect Luca
Santella, creator of the concept of
the innovative SX crossover line.
A refinement and evolution of the

design of SX88, the new model
offers a spacious beach area of
about 90 m2, expandable thanks
to folding terraces, composed
of an internal zone with fitness
area directly connected to the
outside by means of large sliding
glass doors that permit the
owners to utilize the spaces in an
unprecedented way, maximizing
the indoor-outdoor relationship.
The design of the new crossover
model has been assigned to the
creativity of Bernardo Zuccon,
of Studio Zuccon International

“On SX112 there is more
'oxygen' available with which to
develop the stylistic message, in
a logic of signs where harmony
and balance of the volumes are
the result of languages related
to the principles of organic
architecture. The forms are fluid,
almost a reminder of the large
marine mammals found in nature.
This is a product for those who
truly love the sea, which combines
an innovative crossover type of
living space with traditional layout
balances, including the ‘must
have’ features the market demands
today, even on vessels of more
compact size.” - Bernardo Zuccon

After designing the interiors
of SX88, candidate for the
Compasso d'Oro 2020, and
SX76, Piero Lissoni returns
to those of the SX line,
concentrating on the subdivision
of internal spaces in constant
dialogue with the outdoor zones.
In tune with the concept
developed for the other
models, the main deck has been
organized with an open plan
that reinterprets the concept
of internal space on a yacht,
extending as a single, continuous
context from stern to bow, with a
living area adjacent to a bar zone
and followed by one of the dining
areas, in a seamless indoor-outdoor
arrangement, also thanks to the
large windows facing the sea.
An innovative solution capable
of maximizing the relationship
with the outdoor spaces,
introduced by Sanlorenzo for
the first time on SX88, thanks
to the wheelhouse placed on
the flying bridge to free up the
the living area at the bow on the
upper deck, making it possible to
formulate a single, large space.
“The SX112 is another
experimental model, like
every new one we work on
with Sanlorenzo. In this case
we have relied on an ever
more architectural approach:
it is a floating building. We
have connected the spaces
exactly as in a building,
through very technological
openings that create an
indoor-outdoor relationship.
So we have truly designed a
floating villa.”
- Piero Lissoni
The bow area of the main deck,
on the other hand, is fully
equipped to offer livability,

convivial enjoyment and
relaxation, with a vast sundeck
that can be converted in a very
reserved, potentially shaded
dining area.
On the lower deck SX112 offers
accommodation in three large
cabins, one for the owner and
two VIP cabins, and a lounge
area characterized by wooden
boiserie and mirror walls, which
can be transformed as an extra
cabin with one kingsize or
two twin beds. The lower deck
also features a kitchen directly
connected to the crew zone.

SX
112/

The staircases are once again a
fundamental and characteristic
feature of Lissoni’s design. The
helical internal staircase extends
across three levels to connect
the decks, and at the height of
the main deck it is enclosed in
a transparent oval volume, like
a precious treasure chest, that
enhances its image while making
it appear to be suspended in the
air. The external staircases, on
the other hand, have a clean,
essential design, and are built in
keeping with the principles of
racing yachts.
Details and materials are the
leitmotif shared by all the
interiors, selected with care
to combine Japanese purity
and Italian elegance. From the
tatami mats used in the cabins to
cover the floors, headboards and
ceilings, to the wooden walls of
the main deck and the nighttime
area, matched with bronze-finish
mirrors to amplify the sense of
space. The bathrooms offer the
precious grain of fine marble,
while teak has been used for the
outdoor zones.
A perfect example of Lissoni’s
style, which brings together
refinement and simplicity in a
space whose tone is set by soft,
neutral colors, inundated on all
sides by natural light that creates
a warm, domestic atmosphere.
This is reinforced by the decision
– against the current trend – not
to adapt the furnishings to the

MAIN TECHNICAL INFO
Model
SX112
Overall length
34.16 m
Maximum Beam
8m
Draught @ half load:
1.85 m
Fuel tank capacity:
18,000 l
Water tanks capacity:
2200 l
Engines:
4 x Volvo IPS3 1350S - 1000 HP
Gensets:
1 x 55 kW – 1 x 70 kW
Maximum speed (approx.):
23 kn +/- 5%
Cruising speed (approx.): 20 kn +/- 5%
Economical speed (approx.):
12 kn

spaces, but instead to freely
arrange them as in a home,
combining design proposals,
icons by the great masters and
objet trouvè in a context of
maximum contamination.
The companies representing
the excellence of international
design include B&B Italia, Boffi,
Cassina, Flos, FontanaArte, Glas
Italia, Living Divani, Oluce,
Technogym and Vitra.
With the new SX112 crossover
yacht, Sanlorenzo again makes
the concept of livability the
central focus, through solutions
that offer total freedom of use in
all the spaces.
A project that has been
made possible by the unique
combination of creativity,
research, industrial perfection
and fine craftsmanship that
has made Sanlorenzo a case of
outstanding excellence on a
worldwide level.

SX
112/

THE NEW ROLLS-ROYCE GHOST
PERFECTION IN SIMPLICITY

“The first Goodwood Ghost was a response to a whole new generation of clients,
both in age and attitude. These men and women asked us for a slightly smaller, less
ostentatious means to own a Rolls-Royce. The success of the product we created
for them fulfilled our most ambitious expectations. Over its ten-year lifespan, which
began in 2009, Ghost has become the most successful model in the marque’s 116-year
history. To create a new product that would resonate with our Ghost clients for the
next ten years meant we had to listen carefully to their demands. Today we set new
standards in customer centricity by creating a completely new motor car for a unique
group of Rolls-Royce’s clients.
These business leaders and entrepreneurs demand more of their Ghost than ever.
They require a new type of super-luxury saloon that is dynamic, serenely comfortable
and perfect in its minimalism. Ghost is this product. The only components that we
carried over from the first Goodwood Ghost were the Spirit of Ecstasy and umbrellas.
Everything else was designed, crafted and engineered from the ground up. The result
is the most technologically advanced Rolls-Royce yet. It distils the pillars of our brand
into a beautiful, minimalist, yet highly complex product that is perfectly in harmony
with our Ghost clients’ needs and perfectly in tune with the times.”
Torsten Müller-Ötvös, Chief Executive Officer, Rolls-Royce Motor Cars
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GHOST

In 2009, Rolls-Royce announced a new addition to its portfolio
that offered something entirely different to its flagship
Phantom. This product resonated with a new group of men
and women who responded to the marque’s relentless pursuit
of perfection in design, engineering and craftsmanship, but
sought a more modest and minimalist expression of RollsRoyce. The execution of the first Goodwood Ghost, and
its laser focus on meeting the demands of its clients, was
an unmitigated success, and over the course of its ten-year
lifecycle, this transformative motor car became the most
successful product in the company’s 116-year history. Ghost’s
formidable success was vital in enabling the brand to scale up
production, invest in its capabilities and establish Rolls-Royce
as the truly global brand it is today.

result is new Ghost. This is a motor car precisely tailored to its
clients, that appears perfect in its simplicity, that is underpinned
by remarkable substance, that is less but better.

Additionally, Ghost’s decade-long market presence enabled
the marque’s Luxury Intelligence Specialists to gather vital
information about developing behaviours in how Ghost
clients use their motor car, how they commission it and
how they perceive Rolls-Royce. These highly successful
and diverse entrepreneurs and founders, who selected this
product to celebrate their ongoing ascension, were citizens of
the world – they had been educated abroad, they travelled
extensively and experienced Rolls-Royce in many cultures.

Reserved exclusively for Rolls-Royce, this architecture already
underpins its flagship, Phantom, and its transformative SUV,
Cullinan. The spaceframe’s flexibility and scalability freed
the marque to serve the unique aesthetic and mechanical
demands of new Ghost, and in doing so created an
acoustically superior, highly rigid and dynamic proposition
for Ghost within the Rolls-Royce product portfolio.

Due to Ghost’s energetic, dynamic personality, these
clients came to realise that the Rolls-Royce brand could
offer more than a chauffeur-driven experience. Indeed, in
the United States of America and areas of Europe, clients
were self-driving their Ghost from the very early stages of
its introduction. Meanwhile, in Asia, clients were engaging
heavily in the connected technology on board, be it for
business or pleasure.
Across all markets, when clients commissioned their Ghost
they asked the marque’s representatives about the driving
experience, even if they had selected an extended wheelbase.
During the weekend, this business tool morphed into a discreet
celebration – clients would switch to the driver’s seat and
relish a trip to a restaurant or second home with their friends
and family. They celebrated this breadth of character, and this
reflected in less formal colourways and more personalisation
in the driver’s eyeline. These were profound learnings.

Self-assured power. Refined and agile.
Our most elegant and engaging Magic Carpet Ride yet.

Meanwhile, at Goodwood, significant advances were being
made with the marque’s proprietary aluminium spaceframe
architecture. First used on Phantom, then Cullinan, this
spaceframe is unique to Rolls-Royce and enables the brand’s
designers and engineers to develop an authentically superluxury product, free from the constraints of platforms used
to underpin high-volume vehicles. As Ghost clients required
even more of their motor car, Rolls-Royce used its architecture
to respond, incorporating technology such as all-wheel
drive and all-wheel steering in Ghost, unlocking an entirely
new, purposeful personality. Concurrently, the design team
were tracking an emerging movement that came to define
Ghost’s aesthetic treatment. It spoke of a shifting attitude
among Ghost clients in the way success is expressed. Named
‘Post Opulence’ internally, it is characterised by reduction and
substance. In service to this, exceptional materials must be
selected and celebrated. Design must be limited, intelligent
and unobtrusive. This philosophy is the antithesis of ‘premium
mediocracy’, a term coined by the fashion cognoscenti. This
refers to products that use superficial treatments, such as
large branding or, in the context of motor cars, busy stitching
and other devices that create an illusion of luxury by dressing
products lacking in substance in a premium skin. The collective

Discover new Ghost – the purest expression of Rolls-Royce.

PALM BEACH

Braman Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Palm Beach
Visit BramanRolls-RoycePalmBeach.com or call 561-316-2238.
Ghost now available for order.
© Copyright Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Limited 2020. The Rolls-Royce name and logo are registered trademarks.
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ENGINEERING
Proprietary Aluminium Spaceframe Architecture
The marque’s designers, engineers and craftspeople
demanded the freedom to create a very specific personality
for new Ghost. These men and women were only able to
create an authentically super-luxury product without the
constraints of platforms used to underpin lesser, high-volume
vehicles. Hence, the Rolls-Royce proprietary aluminium
spaceframe architecture.

In its most pared back form, the Rolls-Royce architecture
is based around four fixed points, one at each corner of
the motor car. The moveable aluminium bulkhead, floor,
crossmembers and sill panels were positioned specifically to
ensure new Ghost meets client expectations as a motor car
that is equally enjoyable to drive as it is to be driven in. Two of
the cast suspension mounting assembles were pushed to the
very front of new Ghost, placing its 6.75-litre V12 behind the
front axle to achieve an optimum 50/50 weight distribution.
To accommodate this without intruding on new Ghost’s
interior suite, its overall length has grown by 89mm,
compared to the first Goodwood Ghost, to 5546mm, and
its overall width has grown by 30mm to 1978mm. Significant
changes were also made to the double-skinned bulkhead
and floor structure packaging. These were undertaken to
incorporate an all-wheel drivetrain, all-wheel steering and
completely redesigned Planar Suspension System, which
further enhances the marque’s hallmark Magic Carpet Ride.
This was achieved without compromising the motor car’s low
centre of gravity, which aids cornering dynamics.
Further capitalising on the marque’s aluminium expertise,
the metal superstructure of new Ghost is 100% made of
the material. The car’s outer body is rendered as one clean,
expansive piece, flowing seamlessly from the A-pillar, over the
roof and backwards to the rear of the car, recalling the seemingly
one-piece coachbuilt Silver Dawn and Silver Cloud models. This
complete absence of shut lines allows clients to run their eye
from the front to the rear of the car uninterrupted by ungainly
body seams. To achieve this, four craftsmen hand weld the
body together simultaneously to ensure a perfectly continuous
seam. In addition, 100% aluminium, laser-welded doors have
been used. This not only offers weight benefits and remarkable
40,000Nm/deg stiffness, but the material has a lower acoustic
impedance than steel, improving cabin ambience.
6.75-Litre Twin-Turbocharged V12
Client feedback asking for near-instant torque and nearsilent running led the marque to further develop the RollsRoyce 6.75-litre twin-turbocharged V12 petrol engine. A
bespoke Ghost engine map was created to ensure ample
performance for this dynamic motor car, delivering polished
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PROVIDING THE BEST IN HIGHLY
SKILLED PRIVATE, PERSONAL,
BUSINESS & HOUSEHOLD STAFF.
• Personal & Executive Assistants
• Estate & House Managers
• Private Chefs, Chauffeurs, Butlers &
Family Assistants
• Housekeepers & Housemen

• Personal & Executive Assistants
• Estate & House Managers
• Private Chefs, Chauffeurs, Butlers
& Family Assistants
• Housekeepers & Housemen
Request a copy of:

“Safe Staffing for
Fine Homes”

Stephen Candland
Partner

Optimize your lifestyle
lifestyle while
while reducing
reducing risks.
risks.
We source, screen, qualify references and
Confidentiality, privacy
conduct background checks. Confidentiality,
and trust.
Guaranteed.
privacy
and
trust. Guaranteed.

Stephen Candland
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563bhp/420kW and 850Nm/627lb ft of torque to the
all-wheel steer, all-wheel drivetrain. Commensurate with
clients’ expectations, maximum torque is available from
just 1600rpm – only 600rpm above tick-over. To further
refine its already remarkable acoustic properties, the air
intake system incorporated larger porting to reduce
engine presence in the interior suite.

Visually, this is the result of an obsessive approach to
reduction and unwavering dedication to material quality
and substance. Experientially, however, this is achieved
through peerless chassis and drivetrain engineering, as
well as an unrelenting approach to creating a serene
acoustic ambience within the interior suite. Rolls-Royce
acoustic engineers are experts in serenity.

The Most Technologically Advanced Rolls-Royce Yet

For new Ghost, it was decided that this expertise would
be formalised and the marque’s specialists would create
a Formula for Serenity that could help inform future
products. The first element of this formula is the RollsRoyce spaceframe architecture. Its aluminium construction
has a higher acoustic impedance compared to steel.
Additionally, it is constructed from complex forms, rather
than flat, resonant surfaces. Both the bulkhead and floor
sections are also double-skinned, sandwiching composite
damping felts to reduce road noise intruding into the
passenger suite. Larger sections of the architecture have
also been created with specific access points for the
installation of acoustic damping materials – new Ghost
uses more than 100kg in total, applied in the doors, roof,
between the double-glazed windows, inside the tyres and
within nearly all of the architecture itself.

New Ghost is perfect in its simplicity, but creating this
pure and detoxifying environment was one of the
greatest challenges in the marque’s history. Indeed,
new Ghost is the most technologically advanced motor
car Rolls-Royce has ever produced. Further equipment
includes: LED and laser headlights with more than
600m of illuminated range, vision assist, including dayand night-time wildlife and pedestrian warning; alertness
assistant; a four-camera system with panoramic view, allround visibility and helicopter view; active cruise control;
collision warning; cross-traffic warning; lane departure
and lane change warning; an industry-leading 7x3 highresolution head-up display; Wi-Fi hotspot; self-park; and
the very latest navigation and entertainment systems.
ACOUSTICS
The Formula for Serenity
Ghost clients operate in complicated business worlds.
From the moment they step into the interior suite of
their Rolls-Royce, it is essential that they are imbued
with a sense of wellness.

Once a highly insulated sound stage is created,
components that generate almost imperceptible
sound waves are tracked and modified. These are
known by acoustic engineers as ‘hidden inputs’. In the
development of new Ghost, every component was
interrogated to assess whether it created noises that
engineers defined as unacceptable and were
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MODERN. CONTEMPORARY. DESIGN. REFINED
We exhibit the best contemporary glass sculptures in the world.

2401 N Dixie Hwy | West Palm Beach, FL 33407 | P: 561.469.8587 | C: 413.717.0231

to inform the production of the final component. Even
drivetrain hardware was adjusted to create new Ghost’s
near-silent soundstage – the diameter of the prop
shaft was adjusted and its rigidity increased to improve
acoustics.

of new Ghost’s design development, this treatment
was named ‘Post Opulence’ – a movement defined by
authenticity of materials rather than overt statement,
which had already established roots in architecture,
fashion, jewellery and boat design.

The final element of the formula is harmonising the
car. The marque’s acoustic specialists experimented
with a completely silent interior suite, but found the
experience to be disorientating. To overcome this, they
elected to create a ‘whisper’, a soft undertone that is
experienced as a single, subtle note. To achieve this,
each component had to be tuned so it shared a common
resonant frequency. The seat frames in early prototypes,
for example, resonated at a different frequency to the
body, so damping units were developed to bring the
noise together into a single note. Additionally, the large,
507-litre boot cavity produced a low frequency that
could be felt at motorway speeds – ports were built
underneath the rear parcel shelf that allowed these
disruptive sound waves to escape and therefore better
harmonise new Ghost’s overall acoustics.
DESIGN
Exterior

Pursuing this minimalist aesthetic for new Ghost was the
design team’s absolute objective throughout. The desired
treatment was not sterile, but confident in its purity and
unmistakeably belonging to a Rolls-Royce. This begins
with the car’s first impression. Rolls-Royce’s proprietary
architecture allowed the design team to increase the
width by 30mm, subtly communicating presence. This is
framed by sharp bow lines that intersect with an angular
light signature, creating an assertive yet beautiful front
end. In addition, new Ghost was given its own ethereal
front-end character. This was achieved not by way of
overt design, but with light. 20 LEDS underneath the top
of the radiator grille subtly illuminate the veins. During the
development phase, early prototypes were over-effective
and the light reflecting from the polished uprights looked
too striking. In the spirit of Post Opulent aesthetics, the
marque’s engineering team brushed the back of the
metal grille bars, making them less reflective, subduing
the effect and perfecting the restrained glow desired.

Since the launch of the first Goodwood Rolls-Royce,
great care has been taken to create a distinctive aesthetic
universe for each motor car. These unique domains
have been created based on the design values to which
different layers of Rolls-Royce clients respond.
New Ghost reflects an evolved appreciation of luxury,
one defined by minimalism and purity, but underpinned
by great substance. In the pre-sketch ideation phase

The front of new Ghost is an exemplar of the design
team’s obsession with reduction. Owing to the handwelded aluminium body structures, the main structure
of the car appears as one fluid canvas, uninterrupted by
shut lines, recalling the coachbuilt Silver Dawn and Silver
Cloud. For the first time, the Spirit of Ecstasy is not
surrounded by panel lines but rather stands sits within
her own ‘lake’ of bonnet.

www.habatatgalleries.com
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Turning to the flanks, a single straight stroke is used to
emphasise the motor car’s length. The lower ‘waft line’
borrows from boat design and uses reflection to lighten
the surfacing and create a pure, uncomplicated sense of
motion. Moving to the glasshouse, it is wilfully neutral,
with both doors sharing an equally proportioned window
graphic, gesturing that new Ghost strikes a balance as
both a driver-oriented and a chauffeur-driven car. A subtly
arched roof line gently proclaims its dynamic intent. The
rear end follows this sense of movement and resolves
in a taper. The subtle near-square rear light graphic has
become a tenet of contemporary Rolls-Royce design. It
remains, but has been modernised with a slight forward tilt.
Not surrounded by shut lines, it appears as if it is an island
within the painted surface.
Interior
A clear understanding of clients’ changing consumption
patterns and a broader view of emerging design movements
informed the marque that the interior aesthetic should
pursue the same minimalist principles as the exterior. Busy
details and superficial embellishments were rejected not
only to create a more relaxing refuge, but to better celebrate
the material substance and maximise the impact of bespoke
colour personalisation.
However, creating an environment defined by reduction,
simplicity and elegance is an extremely complex endeavour.
It also relies on sourcing the very finest materials; leathers,
woods and metals left unembellished will invite the scrutiny
of these most discerning of clients. To this end, each of the
20 half hides used to create the interior suite of new Ghost
are subject to the automotive industry’s most exhaustive
quality control checks to ensure that each of the 338 panels
used – however visible – is of the very best quality. Further
demonstrating the marque’s competence in leathercraft,
complex, busy stitchwork has been eschewed for scant but
incredibly long and perfectly straight lines, again welcoming
scrutiny from the marque’s clients.
Wood sets for new Ghost are available in an open-pore
finish, bravely showcasing materials in their naked form.
Indeed, two new finishes have been developed specifically
for the motor car. The first is Obsidian Ayous, inspired by
the rich versatility of colours found in lava rock. The second
is Dark Amber; this introduces subtle glamour to the interior
suite by integrating veins of fine aluminium particles into
the dark wood. As with the leather finishes, this material is
left exposed as long, single-veneer leaves, bisected only by
cold-to-the-touch real metal vents, through which MEPSfiltered air reaches the cabin.
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BESPOKE
Illuminated Fascia
For new Ghost, the marque’s Bespoke Collective of designers,
engineers and craftspeople created Illuminated Fascia: a worldfirst innovation that subtly echoes the Starlight Headliner, which
has become as much a part of Rolls-Royce iconography as the
Spirit of Ecstasy, Pantheon Grille and ‘Double R’ monogram.
Developed over the course of two years and more than 10,000
collective hours, this remarkable piece brings an ethereal glowing
Ghost nameplate, surrounded by more than 850 stars, into the
interior suite of the motor car. Located on the passenger side of
the dashboard, the constellation and wordmark are completely
invisible when the interior lights are not in operation.

Perfectly attuned to new Ghost’s Post Opulent design
treatment, the Bespoke Collective chose not to use simple
screen technology to achieve the effect they desired.
Instead, they embarked on creating a highly complex and
true luxury innovation. The illumination itself comes from
152 LEDs mounted above and beneath the fascia, each
meticulously colour matched to the cabin’s clock and
instrument dial lighting. To ensure the Ghost wordmark is
lit evenly, a 2mm-thick light guide is used, featuring more
than 90,000 laser-etched dots across the surface. This
not only disperses the light evenly but creates a twinkling
effect as the eye moves across the fascia, echoing the
subtle sparkle of the Starlight Headliner.
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Spas
Swimming Pools
Glass-Walled Pools & Spas
Swim Spas
Energy-Efficient Portable Spas
Cold Therapy Pools
Water Features
Luxury Custom Indoor &
Outdoor Bath Fixtures
Specializing in Rooftop Pool
& Spa Installations
Super Yacht Pool & Spa Design
& Construction
Lightweight & Durable
Sophisticated
Artistic
Sustainable
Shipping Worldwide Since 1996

A r c hi t ec t : B e r g l u nd A rchi t e ct s
B u il d er : Sh a e ffe r H yd e
P ho t o g r a p h e r : St o v a l l S tu d io

Residential
Commercial
Hospitality

Diamond Spas Pools

Custom Stainless Steel
& Copper
Aquatic Products

1.800.951.spas (7727)
720.864.9115
fax 866.605.2358
diamondspas.com
info@diamondspas.com

STAINLESS STEEL ROOFTOP POOL AND SPA
WITH GLASS DIVIDER & AUTO COVER.
POOL HAS TWO GLASS-BOTTOM SECTIONS
& GLASS WALL AT END.

BRAMAN BENTLEY AT
THE BEN WEST PALM
SHOWCASING OUR RANGE OF BENTLEY MODELS.
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LISTED

PENDING

PENDING

SOLD

For more information on the hotel please visit:
https://www.thebenwestpalm.com
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Local focus.
Global access.
One relationship. All of UBS.

Our advice will always reflect our understanding of the
global marketplace and the opportunities UBS, as one
of the world‘s largest wealth management firms can
offer. Our relationships, though, will always be personal,
focused on you, your local community and on all that
matters to your family and the future you‘re building.

UBS Financial Services Inc.
525 Okeechobee Boulevard. Suite 1500
West Palm Beach, FL 33401
561-659-9507

local.ubs.com/palm-beach-fl

As a firm providing wealth management services to clients, UBS Financial Services Inc. offers investment advisory services in its capacity as an SEC-registered investment adviser and
brokerage services in its capacity as an SEC-registered broker-dealer. Investment advisory services and brokerage services are separate and distinct, differ in material ways and are
governed by different laws and separate arrangements. It is important that clients understand the ways in which we conduct business, that they carefully read the agreements and
disclosures that we provide to them about the products or services we offer. For more information, please review the PDF document at ubs.com/relationshipsummary. © UBS 2021.
All rights reserved. The key symbol and UBS are among the registered and unregistered trademarks of UBS. UBS Financial Services Inc. is a subsidiary of UBS AG. Member FINRA/SIPC.
VIP_04082021-8_option5

Exp.: 04/30/2022

EMBRACE CHAOS

®

BE AWAKE FOR
THE FIRST TIME
IN YOUR LIFE

Waking up in a Hästens bed is an eye-opener about the value
of perfect sleep. It’s built with the ultimate combination of
nature’s materials – together with tireless craftsmanship.
You can’t see it. But you’ll definitely feel it. 24 hours a day.

HÄSTENS MIAMI DESIGN DISTRICT | 112 NE 41 St Street, Suite 100, Miami, FL33137 | T. +1 305 615 2002
HÄSTENS BRICKELL | 1030 SW 8th St, Miami, FL 33130 | T. +1 305 326 40 00
E-mail: Miami@Hastensstores.com

Imagine waking up, feeling ready for
everything life has in store for you.
Hästens manufactures world-class handcrafted beds. What you feel
when springs, horsetail hair, wool fibers, cotton, flax and wooden
joints cooperate is, in fact, the fruit of nearly 170 years of relentless
work. Because that’s what it takes to build a platform for a better day.
The Hästens experience is like receiving a comforting embrace.

HÄSTENS MIAMI DESIGN DISTRICT | 112 NE 41 St Street, Suite 100, Miami, FL33137 | T. +1 305 615 2002
HÄSTENS BRICKELL | 1030 SW 8th St, Miami, FL 33130 | T. +1 305 326 40 00
E-mail: Miami@Hastensstores.com

NEW ROLLS-ROYCE GHOST RRPB STATIC
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Hessam Abrishami • Alex Bernstein • Domenic Besner • Alessandro Casson • Juan Carlos Collada • Alberto Dona
Amy Donaldson • David Drebin • Duaiv • Flavio Galvan • Karim Ghidinelli • Alex Kveton • Jurgen Gorg • Josef Kote • Peter Mandl
Peter Max • Alexandra Nechita • Alfredo Palmero • Punk Me Tender • Jeff Robb • Samir Sammoun • Thomas Scoon
Laura Lacambra Shubert • Mackenzie Thorpe • Fredy Villamil • Alexander Volkov • Steven Zaluski • Bruno Zupan

256 Worth Avenue | Palm Beach, FL 33480 | (561) 223-2194
4530 PGA Blvd., Suite 101 | Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33418 | (561) 355-8061
WWW.ONESSIMOFINEART.COM
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THE ROLLS ROYCE
OF JEWELRY BUYING
& LENDING
UNMATCHED FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS DESIGNED TO
TRANSFORM JEWELRY & WATCHES INTO POSSIBILITIES.
CONFIDENTIAL. STRAIGHTFORWARD. SECURE.

CORAL GABLES

2 3 3 2 G A L I A N O S T . 2 ND F L O O R , S T E . 1 0 7
DAVID FERNANDEZ, DIRECTOR
DAVID@DIAMONDBANC.COM
786.501.8006
HABLAMOS ESPAÑOL

BOCA RATON
100 S. FEDERAL HIGHWAY

MIA CHALIK, DIRECTOR
MIA@DIAMONDBANC.COM
561.430.5035

START ONLINE, COMPLETE IN PERSON. COMPLIMENTARY VALUATIONS.
WWW.DIAMONDBANC.COM

CORAL GABLES | BOCA RATON | ORLANDO | TAMPA | NASHVILLE | KANSAS CITY | COLUMBIA

313 Dunbar Road, Palm Beach
Fabulous In-Town Mediterranean with spectacular big Water Views, Lake Trail access, and
Intracoastal concrete dock. This gorgeous Mediterranean villa features 3BR/4.3BA, high ceilings,
and rich finishes throughout. Expansive owner’s suite and spacious living areas. Welcoming columned
courtyard ideal for entertaining. Lakeside pool and putting green. No detail has been overlooked.

Exclusive Offering | www.313Dunbar.com
Contact Christian Angle for Details 561-629-3015

www.AngleRealEstate.com
Though information is assumed to be correct, offerings are subject to verification, errors, omissions, prior sale, and withdrawal without notice.
All material herein is intended for informational purposes only and has been compiled from sources deemed reliable. Equal Housing Opportunity.

Christian J. Angle
C 561.629.3015
T 561.659.6551
cjangle@anglerealestate.com
179 Bradley Place, Palm Beach, Florida 33480

A Timeless Masterpiece.
Crafted by a master jeweler, this magnificent
16.37 carrat oval diamond is mounted in a
3 stone platinum setting with tapered baguettes.
Exclusively available at Yamron Jewelers,
located at The Waterside Shops in Naples, FL.

5555 TAMIAMI TRAIL N #11, NAPLES, FL 34114
YAMRON.COM | 239-592-7707

ROLLS-ROYCE LIGHTS UP
BLACK BADGE FAMILY WITH
‘NEON NIGHTS’ PAINT TRILOGY
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“Neon Nights is a vibrant trilogy of Rolls-Royce Black
Badges, whose inspiration come from nature. The
newly developed Bespoke paint is applied to the Black
Badge variants of Wraith, Dawn and Cullinan - the
darker and edgier ‘enfants terribles’ of the Rolls-Royce
family. Taking cues from the natural world, including
an Australian green tree frog, a Hawaiian tree flower
and an exotic butterfly, these limited hues show Black
Badge bolder in colour, appealing to patrons around
the world who really do dare to be different.”
- Sami Coultas, Bespoke Designer Colour
& Trim, Rolls-Royce Motor Cars

Any pre-conceived notion that Rolls-Royce’s
Black Badge variants all have to be black is
comprehensively laid to rest by the super-solid
Neon Nights colours.Created initially for clients
in the United States, three further iterations
of each colour are available for commission
worldwide, making a limited run of just four of
each colour. Comprising here of Wraith, Dawn
and Cullinan Black Badge, each in a different hue,
inspiration comes from the natural world.
Wraith Black Badge is finished in Lime Rock
Green, a near-luminous hue naturally bestowed
on the Australian green tree frog, which RollsRoyce Bespoke Paint Specialist Sami Coultas
first encountered on a trip to Tamworth, north of
Sydney. The interior is swathed in Scivaro Grey
leather, with Lime Rock Green accents in the
form of stitching and piping.
The striking Eagle Rock Red created for this
Dawn Black Badge mimics the flowers of ‘Ōhi‘a
lehua, an evergreen tree native to Hawaii. The
interior is finished in Selby Grey leather with Koi
Red stitching and piping details.
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For Cullinan, the Bespoke Collective
looked to an exotic butterfly, Rhetus
periander for inspiration. Known
as the Periander metalmark, this
species is found across Central
and South America; the vibrancy
of its wings is faithfully captured in
Cullinan’s Mirabeau Blue finish. The
Arctic White leather interior detailed
in Lime Rock Green provides a
dramatic contrast.
In all three cars, the Technical
Fibre fascia is embellished with a
spectacular graphic. The paint effect
provides an intense neon glow and
depicts the distortion of artificial light
with speed.

The Neon Nights cars follow a
suite of Black Badges that grabbed
headlines at the 2019 Pebble Beach
event, which saw Ghost, Wraith and
Dawn finished in Bespoke pastel
colours. Such was the demand for
these cars, the colour palette was
embraced and developed, inspiring
a new and dynamic colour palette
for Black Badge. Just three further
examples of each colour will be made
available for commission worldwide.
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PB
ESTATES

33480

Unique Oceanfront Apartment

300 S Ocean Boulevard, PHC | Palm Beach, Florida

Details 1 Bedrooms | 1.1 Baths | Total Sq. Ft. 3,854± | $9.9 Million Video | Info: www.PB21384.com

Prestigious Kirkland House

101 Worth Avenue, 2B | Palm Beach, Florida

Details 3 Bedrooms | 3.1 Baths | Total Sq. Ft. 4,097± | $8.975 Million Video | Info: www.PB21276.com

Palm Beach’s Luxury Real Estate Expert
Rosalind Clarke

Estate Agent

561.818.6351
125 Worth Avenue, Suite 221 | Palm Beach, Florida
premierestateproperties.com
DISCLAIMER: The written information provided has been obtained and conveyed from third parties such as the
applicable Multiple Listing Service, public records as well as other sources. All written and verbal information including
that produced by the Sellers or Premier Estate Properties are subject to errors, omissions or changes without notice
and purchaser shall perform their own due diligence. Copyright 2021 Premier Estate Properties Inc. All Rights
Reserved.
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100
CENTURY

A Curated Collection of Mid Century Modern Furniture, Lighting,
and Accessories by Paolo Buffa, Gio Ponti,
Vladimir Kagan, Giovanni Gariboldi, and Osvaldo Borsani

authenticprovence.com

561 805 9995

@authenticprovence

ROLLS-ROYCE CLIENTS SEEK SOLACE IN
BESPOKE CREATIVITY DURING 2020
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“The Bespoke Collective scaled new heights of greatness
in 2020 – that they did so against the backdrop of
numerous, unprecedented constraints and challenges
makes their accomplishments even more impressive.
Never before have we seen such levels of Bespoke
detailing in each commission, demonstrating that RollsRoyce clients around the world have sought solace in
creativity – commissioning introspective items of luxury
that will stand the test of time to become lasting and
poignant legacies.
I am proud to say that at a time when our industry is
beset with widespread cutbacks, we have worked hard
to safeguard every job. Protecting the artistry of our
talented associates demonstrates a conscientious
approach to craft; one that protects the precious skills
found at Rolls-Royce and preserves them for the future.”
Torsten Müller-Ötvös, Chief Executive, Rolls-Royce Motor Cars

During 2020, an unprecedented year, the Rolls-Royce
Bespoke Collective – a team of engineers, designers
and craftspeople based at the Home of Rolls-Royce in
Goodwood, England – brought the unique visions of
the marque’s global clientele to life with outstanding
levels of creativity, craft and imagination.
Almost every one of the motor cars created in
2020 was tailored by this Bespoke division, a
notable achievement considering the backdrop of
challenging and unforeseen headwinds.
At the onset of the pandemic, Rolls-Royce designers
and clients alike found themselves confined to the
safety of their homes. The unique, highly personal
relationships that our Bespoke Collective has with
our clients did not change, however.
This led to a change in source of inspiration from travel
and its associated items of luxury grandeur, to rich
and textural surroundings of the home, architecture
and moments of stillness found in nature.
Remarkably, Rolls-Royce’s Bespoke division achieved
a new record in 2020. Faced with the challenges of
the year, clients have harnessed the creative outlet
of Rolls-Royce Bespoke to seek solace and invest
time, a rediscovered commodity, to introspectively
commission legacies that reflect precious items of
historical and familial significance.
On average, Bespoke commissions saw a robust
increase over 2019, with a marked growth of
personalised elements woven into the fabric of
each motor car, providing further substance and
sentimentality.What follows is a snapshot of some
of the finest examples of Bespoke design and
craftsmanship completed by the luxury house
throughout 2020.
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DUSK IN TOKYO
CANVAS: PHANTOM, WRAITH, DAWN, CULLINAN - MEDIUM: PAINT
The ‘Dusk in Tokyo Collection’, comprising Phantom,
Wraith, Dawn and Cullinan, celebrates Japan’s
capital city. A complex, multi-faceted white paint,
eponymously named ‘Dusk in Tokyo’, characterises
the coastal metropolis’ high-rise glass and concrete
buildings bathed in the warm light of early dusk.
Containing aluminium and mica flakes, the refractive
paint creates subtle tones in low light.

The Black Leather interior, punctuated by Rose Gold
Bespoke Audio grilles and on Phantom, the fascia’s
Rose Gold clock case, depicts the contrast of long,
dark shadows of the city’s tall buildings with flourishes
of the last reaches of the waning sun on glass. Leading
the transition from day to night is the Spirit of Ecstasy,
presented in Rose Gold for the first time in Japan,
representing the setting of the sun.
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PHANTOM ‘IRIDESCENT OPULENCE’
CANVAS: PHANTOM - MEDIUM: GALLERY

The Phantom’s hermetically sealed Gallery
makes it possible to incorporate natural materials
in a way never before possible in a motor car. In
2020, the Phantom ‘Iridescent Opulence’ took
this approach to soaring new heights.
Featuring a truly Bespoke artwork which debuted
as a concept in 2017, ‘Iridescent Opulence’ was
created in partnership with Swiss materials
specialist Nature Squared.

The result is inspired by nature; a Gallery
that houses over 3,000 sustainably sourced
iridescent tail feathers, each shaped individually
to accentuate their sheen and rich hue. These
were hand-sewn onto an open pore fabric in
a design that emanates outwards from the
shimmering, iridescent Mother of Pearl casing
around the clock at the heart of the Gallery.
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THE STEED PHANTOM EXTENDED
CANVAS: PHANTOM EXTENDED - MEDIUM: EMBROIDERY
Complex Bespoke embroideries of a stallion embellish
the interior rear doors of this elegant Phantom Extended.
Signifying strength and an unremitting enthusiasm to progress,
the embroidery of the steed was developed from a sketch,
presented to the Rolls-Royce Bespoke Design Collective, by a
Chinese client with a very clear vision.

‘NEON NIGHTS’ COLOUR TRILOGY
CANVAS: DAWN, WRAITH, CULLINAN - MEDIUM: BESPOKE
COLOUR PALETTE
The Rolls-Royce Bespoke Collective developed a new and
dynamic colour palette, named ‘Neon Nights’, in a limited run
of just four of each colour.
The three brightly coloured hues, each inspired by the natural
world, consisted of Lime Rock Green, a near-luminous hue
naturally found on the Australian green tree frog, Eagle Rock Red,
which mimics the flowers of ‘Ōhi‘a lehua, an evergreen tree native
to Hawaii, and Mirabeau Blue which takes inspiration from Central
and South America’s exotic butterfly, the Rhetus periander.

WRAITH ‘INSPIRED BY EARTH’
CANVAS: WRAITH - MEDIUM: EMBROIDERY,
AIR-BRUSHED PAINT
Wraith ‘Inspired By Earth’ takes its design cues from the entire
Solar System, and our own planet, as seen from space. The
Royal Blue exterior references the water that covers 75% of
the Earth’s surface while an air-brushed bonnet artwork depicts
a satellite view of the Middle Eastern region centred on the
United Arab Emirates. A hand-painted Emerald Green coachline
incorporates the Sun and the eight planets of the Solar System.

“The Fine Arts Conservancy in Florida has the expertise and resources to restore
everything from a cherished family heirloom to a Rembrandt with levels of care and skill
that are second to none”
- Reprint of the Rolls-Royce Owners Club Yearbook

Located in West Palm Beach, we do not hesitate to work on any piece which may only be dear to its owner.

THE FINE

ARTS

CONSERVANCY

The seats are made from Moccasin leather to mimic the sands
of the Emirates’ deserts; Navy and Cobalto Blue accents are
suggestive of rivers and lakes, and Emerald Green piping
symbolises nature in all its forms. The rear ‘waterfall’ features
atmospheric clouds rendered in minutely detailed embroidery
using Photoflash technology. The fascia is embellished with
a skilfully air-brushed satellite image of the Middle East. The
Bespoke Starlight Headliner is embroidered to illustrate all
the planets of the Solar System, centred on the Sun. Other
Bespoke details include treadplates, a clock with metal radial
background, and inlays showing the planets in silver, with
planet Earth accentuated in gold.

S T O N E L E D G E, LLC

West Palm Beach 561.684.6133

Miami 305.444.6282

www.art-conservation.org
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“Those who flow as life flows know they need no other force”
- Lao Tzu

WRAITH KRYPTOS COLLECTION
CANVAS: WRAITH - MEDIUM: BESPOKE DETAILING
The Wraith Kryptos Collection is embellished with a cipher
concealed in the Collection’s Bespoke detailing. Limited to just 50
motor cars, clients are invited to decode messages found within
the Bespoke elements of the motor car’s interior and exterior.
An engraving with green enamel detailing on the Spirit of
Ecstasy figurine depicts the word KRYPTOS, in code. These
seven deciphered characters, in addition to the translation of the
embroidered double-R found on the headrests, will aid clients on
their journey of discovery as they begin to identify these letters
on Wraith Kryptos’ screen printed metal fascia.

silla Mezei designs jewelry inspired
C
by powerful life experiences. Stunning

pieces that you will want to wear as a
talisman of your own personal journey.
Compelling 18K gold and diamond
jewels that symbolize your personal
life stories. Glorious rings that describe
your special narrative. Necklaces that
chronicle the pivotal moments in your
life. Sparkling bracelets that will tell the
story of your own emotional adventures,
both up and down and symbolize your
strength, achievements and successes.
Designed to be worn as a statement
piece with a magnificent evening gown,
but equally fabulous with your favorite
t-shirt and jeans. Everyday fine jewelry that
speaks about who you are.

Wraith Kryptos’ Bespoke exterior hue consists of a solid Anthracite
base colour with blue and green mica flakes. Inside, a Bespoke
Kryptos Green leather is set against either Selby Grey or Anthracite.
A beautifully elaborate, bi-coloured headliner depicts an in-motion
data-stream inspired motif which is accentuated by the illuminated
door pockets.

GHOST ILLUMINATED FASCIA
CANVAS: GHOST - MEDIUM: LEDs and laser-etched perforations
The innovative ‘Illuminated Fascia’ of the new Rolls-Royce Ghost
debuted following two years and more than 10,000 hours of
development by the Bespoke Collective. The 850 stars echo the
unique elegance of the Starlight Headliner.
The fascia achieves an authentic, true luxury feel using 152 LEDs
and 90,000 laser-etched dots carefully carved into the surface of
the dashboard. The lights are meticulously colour matched to the
cabin’s clock and instrument dial lighting and create a twinkling
effect as the eyes move across the fascia. Extensive engineering
work and three layers of composite materials ensure that the
Illuminated Fascia is completely invisible while not operational.

*Custom designs by Csilla available upon request.

CSILLA
Bold. Daring. Unique
(800) 397-9931 - info@csillajewelry.com - www.csillajewelry.com

Welcome to the world of Csilla. In addition to her
Jewelry brand, Csilla Mezei is also the founder of
Concierge Star, a boutique luxury lifestyle management
company that focuses on everything luxury. As a world
traveler, she sailed around the globe, a licensed private
pilot herself and a busy successful entrepreneur
she understands first hand that living truly means
using your time wisely in order to have time for
family, joy and work – balanced. Contact her or her
team to customize your unique luxury experience
whether Private Jets, Yachts, VIP Travel, Luxury Real
Estate Services (Lic. Broker with Concierge Star Realty),
Relocation, Custom Jewelry designs, and more.

Concierge Star
www.conciergestar.com
info@conciergestar.com
3363 NE 163rd St Suite 709
Aventura, FL 33160
Tel: 1 (305) 702-7799

THE MAHLANGU PHANTOM
CANVAS: PHANTOM - MEDIUM: PAINTED GALLERY
The Gallery in the Rolls-Royce Phantom presented a unique
opportunity for a South African client to display a highly personal
work of art from globally celebrated South African artist, Dr Esther
Mahlangu. Dr Mahlangu, a national icon in Africa from the Ndebele
region, was the first artist to create an artwork in this way and the
motor car was named 'The Mahlangu Phantom’ in her honour.
Positioned front and centre in the Phantom's interior, the oneof-a-kind commission is a striking expression of contemporary
African art. Famous for vibrant geometric abstract paintings
and murals, the 85-year old’s work can be found in many
important museums and private collections around the world.
In celebration of this unique commission, Rolls-Royce also
produced an insightful film to showcase Esther Mahlangu’s work
and cultural heritage.
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CULLINAN ‘SPIRIT OF RUSSIA’ COLLECTION
CANVAS: CULLINAN - MEDIUM: PAINT, STARLIGHT
HEADLINER, EMBROIDERY
Cullinan proved the perfect canvas for a series of four
individual Bespoke commissions dedicated to legendary
Russian mountains: ‘Elbrus’, ‘Krasnaya Polyana’, ‘Golden
Mountains’ and ‘Klyuchevskaya Sopka’.
The Iced Black Diamond, Iced Gunmetal Steel, Midnight
Sapphire Blue and Premiere Silver exterior hues are
inspired by frosty peaks and are complemented by
darkened chrome exterior detailing on each of the
Cullinans. Inside, a map of Russia is depicted on
the Starlight Headliner while mountain peaks are
embroidered on the headrests. The engraved sill plates
of each car bear an inscription naming the mountain
region that inspired its design, as well as the height of
the highest peak in each region.

DAWN SILVER BULLET COLLECTION
CANVAS: DAWN - MEDIUM: AERO COWLING
The Dawn Silver Bullet Collection cuts a dash with a
unique Aero Cowling and ultra-metallic Brewster Silver
Paint, in a vibrant nod to the epic Rolls-Royce trials cars
of the past.
The four-seat Rolls-Royce Drophead is transformed
into an adaptable two-seat roadster by the addition of
the rakish Aero Cowling with vapour-blasted titanium
finisher, heightening the Collection’s sense of speed
and purpose. Limited to just 50 examples worldwide,
the Aero Cowling windbreak proudly displays the Silver
Bullet name and silhouette.
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LUXURY

Interiors and Furnishings

3040 N. 29th Ave #11, Hollywood, FL 33020
arthur-collection.com
800-403-8310

Handcraf ted C ook ing R ange s & Suite s , Steel Cabinet r y, Fine Wood Work ing & Appliance s
Par is • Ne w York • Miami • L os Angele s
www.L eAtelierPar is .com

•

1 800 792 3550

ROLLS-ROYCE DAWN AERO COWLING
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Featuring gallery artwork and specializing in commissioned pieces.

The Rolls-Royce Dawn was created to deliver the
world’s most social, seductive open-top motoring
experience for four people. In doing so, it attracted
a new type of client to the marque – successful,
young and dynamic men and women drawn to
Dawn’s contemporary aesthetic and compelled by
its owner/driver appeal.
To add yet more aesthetic appeal to this remarkable
motor car, the Rolls-Royce Bespoke Collective of
designers, engineers and craftspeople created a
removable Aero Cowling. Introduced in 2018, this
modern and meticulously constructed piece converts
the aesthetic of Dawn into a two-seat roadster-style
motor car with an extended tonneau cover sitting atop
the two rear seats. By creating a higher-shouldered
silhouette, Aero Cowling alters Dawn’s persona and
heightens its sense of dynamic intent.

720 5th Avenue S., #111 - Naples, FL 34102 - T.239-777-3283

www.emilyjamesart.com

The Aero Cowling, which can be fitted and removed
at a client’s discretion, encloses the rear seats
beneath a beautifully hand-made cover, with two
cowls rising from the leading edge of the tonneau
area, to a point just behind each front seat headrest.
The form of the cowls was precisely sculpted to
funnel air gracefully over the cabin, so to enhance
driver comfort. Each cowl is equipped with a pair
of lockable leather-lined storage compartments for
personal effects, while the cover itself is made of
carbon fibre and aluminium.
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This choice of materials makes Aero Cowling
incredibly light yet strong. The lids of the
cowls are swathed in finest Rolls-Royce
leather, perfectly matching the interior of
the car as commissioned by the owner.
A remarkable Bespoke canvas
The Aero Cowling is not designed to
simply transform the appearance of the
Dawn, but to complement it. Bespoke
canvases for colour and detail atop the
cowl lids allow for a harmonious flow of
colour between motor car and tonneau.
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Originally presented at the 2018 Geneva
Motor Show, the first Dawn Aero Cowling
was matched perfectly with the Cassiopeia
Silver and Casden Tan colour scheme of the
motor car it adorned. The central spine was
finished in exposed carbon fibre, showcasing
its lightweight structure, with a weave bookmatched to a contemporary chevron graphic.
This intricately detailed spine harmoniously
ran down the centre of the car, through the
centre console and onto the dashboard.
Since its launch, Aero Cowling has enhanced
many Bespoke commissions. One of the
first was the Bayside Dawn Aero Cowling,
commissioned by a customer in Yokohama,
Japan, to pay tribute to his seafaring home
city. It matched cutting-edge technical fibre
with open-pore teak Canadel panelling,
drawing inspiration from yacht decking. The
Aero Cowling’s colourway evoked blue seas
and white sails in the finest traditions of
Yokohama Bay.

Most recently, Aero Cowling adorned Dawn
Silver Bullet, revealed in early 2020. Inspired
by rare, glamorous and rakish roadsters of
the 1920s, this motor car’s tonneau was
finished with an ultra-metallic silver-painted
central spine and a vapour-blasted titanium
windbreak, etched with the Silver Bullet
nameplate and silhouette.
Aero Cowling is able to amplify a more striking
aesthetic as well as elegantly contribute to
its form. Arguably, its boldest appearance
was part of the marque’s 2019 Pebble Beach
Collection where it was incorporated into a
Dawn Black Badge finished in striking Coral.
This new pastel colour carried over to the
Aero Cowling itself, creating an appearance
reminiscent of the Speedster two-seater
body style so closely associated with the
USA’s western seaboard.
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Home Automation

YOUR HOME IS YOUR SANCTUARY,
SO WHY NOT MAKE IT THE ULTIMATE RETREAT?

Do you have a half-dozen
remotes lying around your family
room? Does the wall have 10
different switches and knobs?
Home Theater
Enjoy your favorite TV shows
and movie releases in Ultra
High Definition with the clarity
and sound quality you would
expect to get only in
a movie theater.
Distributed Audio
If your family is like most these
days, then your music comes
from multiple sources. Internet
radio like music from Deezer,
Spotify, Podcast Services and
more. Now you can bring all
these sources together into
a single audio system for
maximum convenience and
accessibility.
Lighting Control
Automate the lighting in your
home and realize a new level
of comfort and convenience.
Ultimate Sound & Vision,
Miami, FL.

HOME AUTOMATION EQUIPMENT & SERVICE, MIAMI, FLORIDA. ESTABLISHED IN 1996.

Paolo Ramirez - President
25 years experience
selling electronics

W

hen you choose a company to provide
automation systems for your home,
you want to have confidence in their
abilities and trust in their business practices.

Ultimate Sound & Vision has successfully
provided technology solutions for hundreds
of customers, and we can do the same for
you, just give us a call.

3034 NW 82nd Avenue • Miami, Florida 33122 • sales@ultimatesv.com

Offices in Miami and Boca Raton for a complete coverage of South Florida.
Miami-Dade: +1-305-501-1000
Palm Beach: +1-561-672-0400

www.ultimatesv.com

ROLLS-ROYCE CULLINAN
RECREATION MODULE

Rolls-Royce Cullinan, the world’s pre-eminent
super-luxury SUV, promises the intrepid owner an
unrivalled blend of comfort and capability surmised
as ‘Effortless, Everywhere’. In addition to conveying
its occupants to their destination in absolute
serenity, off road or on road, Cullinan offers two
unique Bespoke features to ensure that, on arrival,
clients are equipped with everything required for
their adventure.
EFFORTLESS EVERYWHERE
Rolls-Royce Cullinan, the world’s pre-eminent
super-luxury SUV, promises the intrepid owner an
unrivalled blend of comfort and capability surmised
as ‘Effortless, Everywhere’. In addition to conveying
its occupants to their destination in absolute
serenity, off road or on road, Cullinan offers two
unique Bespoke features to ensure that, on arrival,
clients are equipped with everything required for
their adventure.
The first is the Recreation Module, a motorised
drawer cassette designed to fit securely and invisibly
into the luggage compartment floor of Cullinan.
At the touch of a button, the Recreation Module
slides open to reveal equipment, accessories and
paraphernalia personally selected by the motor car’s
commissioning client, each item ensconced in its
own individually tailored container. The Recreation
Module can be trimmed to match or contrast with
the car’s interior and exterior colourway according to
the commissioning client’s preference.
THE LUXURY OF VERSATILITY
The Recreation Module provides 48 litres of space
that can be configured precisely to accommodate the
customer’s requirements. Furthermore, the entire
assembly can be removed and stored separately,
allowing customers to create Recreation Modules
for specific hobbies and applications, from fly fishing,
rock climbing, snowboarding or parascending to kiteboarding or base-jumping. For example, a Cullinan
client could devise three individual Recreation
Modules for shooting, skiing and photography
equipment, then select and install the appropriate
unit prior to departure.
While the Recreation Module adds enormously to
Cullinan’s versatility and individuality, it does so
without compromising the car’s spacious 2,245 mm
loading length and boot capacity of up to 1,930 litres.
KING OF THE NIGHT
In late 2019, Rolls-Royce Motor Cars commissioned
photographer Mark Riccioni to create a series of
innovative and subversive images featuring Black
Badge Cullinan, under the cover of darkness, among
the distinctive automotive subcultures of Greater
Los Angeles.
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Preowned certified time pieces
Our professional technicians
have over 50 years of experience
in servicing top of the line watches.
We buy, sell and service all brand
name watches, new and pre-owned.
We purchase fine jewelry and are a

full service jewelry design studio
and repair service. To honor your
privacy, we offer discrete, by
appointment, private showings
to our clients who wish to sell or
purchase time pieces and jewelry.
We pay top prices for your items.

To support the project, the marque developed a
personalised Urban Photography Recreation Module,
incorporating specialist equipment including a DJI Mavic
Mini drone, 12.9-inch Apple iPad Pro and 16-inch Apple
MacBook Pro for image capture and editing on location.
The Bespoke Collective of Designers, Engineers and
Craftspeople also found room for Riccioni’s Sennheiser
PXC550 MkII noise-cancelling headphones, Persol
PO3225-S sunglasses and outerwear from streetwear
brand Supreme.
HOSTING SERVICE

C E R O N & C O.
D E S I G N E R S O F F I N E J EWEL E R Y

WE OFFER
DIAMONDS
GRADED
BY
GRADED BY

GI
GI A
A®

THE BEST SEAT IN THE HOUSE
As well as the Recreation Module, the rear compartment
can accommodate a second Bespoke feature, unique to
Cullinan, that customers can specify to enhance their
explorations. With the tailgate open, a touch of a button
deploys the Viewing Suite – two rear-facing sociably
arranged either side of a retractable cocktail table. The
Viewing Suite provides the perfect place in which to
relax and reflect on the day’s events. Truly the best seat
in the house.

To accommodate hosting in even the most rugged locations,
the marque developed a permanent Bespoke feature
for Cullinan named the Hosting Service. This remarkable
marriage of design, craftsmanship and engineering offers
a range of accoutrements to create the perfect beverage
while enjoying the world’s most breathtaking vistas. Suited
to hosting up to eight adults, the Hosting Service comes
complete with glassware and the utensils for creating a
fresh cocktail or a classic gin and tonic for passengers.
Elegant highball glasses are adorned with discreet RollsRoyce monograms whilst wooden chopping boards are
made of the highest quality American walnut. Additionally,
space is provisioned for a light snack service.

323 Worth Avenue Palm Beach FL 33480 • 561-275-5530 • info@ceronpalmbeach.com • www.ceronpalmbeach.com
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THE KOA PHANTOM
– A RARE COMMISSION OF TRUE LUXURY
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The Koa Phantom is the first Rolls-Royce Phantom
that incorporates Koa Wood, a rare species of tree that
grows only on Hawaiian soil. The inspiration derives
from Mr. Smith and his wife Laura’s love for the warmth
and character of Koa Wood, having spent significant
amounts of time in Maui, Hawaii.
“It is our honour to present Jack Boyd Smith, Jr. with
his latest Rolls-Royce Phantom. This Bespoke creation
joins a collection of truly notable and historic motor
cars. The Koa Phantom demonstrates the extraordinary
skill of the Rolls-Royce Bespoke Collective – a precious
and rare example of a naturally sourced material, Koa
Wood, is masterfully incorporated into Phantom’s
contemporary interior. It took more than three years for
this commission to come to life and we are delighted
that it will take an important place in The JBS Collection
of Jack Boyd Smith, Jnr.”
- Torsten Müller-Ötvös, Chief Executive, Rolls-Royce Motor Cars

In a world often dominated by luxury commodities
designed for mass consumption, the commission of a
Bespoke Rolls-Royce Phantom Extended exemplifies the
notion of true luxury. A collaboration between the client
and Rolls-Royce Bespoke Design team prompts a union of
master craftsmanship with the finest materials, resulting in
the creation of a deeply personal legacy. For the ultimate
car enthusiast, Jack Boyd Smith, Jnr., this personal legacy
is a Bespoke Phantom Extended featuring an unusual
example of a rare species of Koa Wood.
Following three years of intense collaboration with the
Rolls-Royce Bespoke Collective, consisting of designers,
engineers and craftspeople based at the Home of RollsRoyce in England, Mr. Smith’s vision was realised. The
Bespoke commission reflects both his personality and
his love and passion for unique vintage motor cars. The
one-of-a-kind creation joins his personal collection of
more than 60 unique motor cars in The JBS Collection
Museum. A great investment of time has enabled Mr.
Smith to create a truly unique commission, one that
undoubtedly will become a future classic.
The Koa Phantom is the first Rolls-Royce Phantom
that incorporates Koa Wood, a rare species of tree that
grows only on Hawaiian soil. The inspiration derives
from Mr. Smith and his wife Laura’s love for the warmth
and character of Koa Wood, having spent significant
amounts of time in Maui, Hawaii. His ongoing connection
to the Koa species is rooted deep within his family, as a
Koa Wood rocking chair has been a centrepiece in their
home for many years. Mr. Smith was determined to
bring this warm, familiar atmosphere to the interior of
his Rolls-Royce commission.
As they embarked on the creation, Mr. Smith quickly
learned that his non-negotiable design would require
allowing the craftspeople time to perfect their art.
The unique Koa tree grows only in Hawaii and is
protected in Hawaiian State and National parks. Koa
Wood can only be harvested from private agricultural
land and owing to the very specific growing conditions
required, to find such a unique log from this extremely
limited resource, is truly rare. A Rolls-Royce Wood
Specialist described the find as a ‘one in a million
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chance’. Some aspirant brands use more commonly
available Koa Wood specimens, but for Rolls-Royce, only
the finest example of this extraordinary species would
do. Mr. and Mrs. Smith patiently waited for three years for
their perfect veneer, as the Rolls-Royce Wood Specialist
negotiated with a supplier for a highly prized log from
his own, personal collection. This specimen displays a
unique depth of character rarely seen, with a figure in
the grain that creates the effect of velvet. The craftsmen
and women of the Rolls-Royce Bespoke Woodshop
embraced the challenge of preserving this rich textural
finish in a prized Rolls-Royce Phantom Extended.
The Koa Phantom exterior shines a deep blue by day,
but by night, is hidden in the darkness. The Bespoke
‘Packard Blue’ hue is colour-matched to Mr. Smith’s 1934
Packard Twelve Coupe, a rare motor car in his personal
collection. Creating an exact match to an 80 year-old
finish was no small feat, and even included shipping
parts from vintage cars to the Home of Rolls-Royce in
Goodwood. After testing on more than 40 test panels,
the formula was finally deemed a perfect match. An
elegant hand-painted coachline in Dove Grey runs the
length of the deep, dark blue Phantom, matching the
wheel centre pinstripes. The driver’s door bears the
personalised initials “JBS Jr” while the passenger door
bears the initials of Mrs. Smith, “LAS.”
On opening the coach doors, a personalised treadplate
reads, ‘Hand-built in Goodwood, England for Laura &
Jack Boyd Smith, Jr.’ Across Phantom’s fascia lies the
Gallery – an uninterrupted piece of glass behind which
clients can commission unique works of art and design.

For the Koa Phantom, the wood itself takes centre
stage, preserved and exhibited at the heart of the car,
showcasing its natural beauty.
Koa Wood embellishes the Dove Grey leather interior
that is matched to the Packard Twelve and offset by
Navy Blue highlights and piping. Above, a Bespoke
handcrafted starlight headliner consisting of 1,420
fibre-optic lights on navy-blue leather, depicts the
constellation of the night sky above Cleveland, Ohio, on
Mr. Smith’s date of birth.
The Rolls-Royce monogram on the headrests is matched
to the exterior finish while the rear compartment is
adorned with a Champagne fridge, accompanied by a
pair of crystal champagne flutes and decanter, engraved
with the clients’ initials.
A hand-crafted Koa Wood Picnic Hamper completes
this unique commission. Koa Wood, saddle leather and
stainless steel are meticulously crafted in a process that
takes more than 500 hours to complete. The saddle
leather trim and interior leather is Dove Grey, matched
to the interior of the one-of-a-kind Bespoke Phantom.
Stainless steel features on both the exterior and interior
of the hamper; with plaques that read, ‘Laura & Jack Boyd
Smith, Jr.’ The hamper includes hand-made wine glasses
and decanters from the Ajka Crystal factory in Hungary,
famed for its traditional techniques. The stainless-steel
cutlery is hand-made in England. The 12-piece set is
produced to the highest standards by expert craftspeople
using traditional polishing and grinding techniques – a
tribute to British steel heritage. Wedgwood porcelain
plates add a final flourish to the hamper.
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STEEL, ALUMINIUM AND PASSION:

HOW A BESPOKE CRN MEGAYACHT IS BORN
Since its foundation in 1963 in Ancona, Italy, the
historic CRN shipyard has always been strongly
owner-oriented, designing and building unique fully
custom yachts, in aluminium or steel/aluminium, of
peerless beauty and highest quality from 45 meters
and up. Bespoke is CRN’s DNA: to create megayachts
that precisely fulfil the owner’s vision thanks to a deep
know how, construction skills and a winning blend
of passion, flexibility and creativity. Listening to and
shaping the client’s lifestyle, CRN develops innovative
concept designs into fully custom yachts. Each one-off
yacht is made to measure at the Ancona yard where
an in-house team of project managers, engineers,
project architects, technicians and craftspeople give
the owner their passionate support, transforming the
genesis of a yacht into a stirring journey.
From dream to design
The voyage begins with a blank sheet of paper,
the first step in capturing the client’s vision. This
evolutionary process of careful listening is a continual
exploration of how the client wishes to experience
his pleasure boat that shapes a concept, leading to
an initial general arrangement plan. This forms the

springboard for the next stage, refining the project
in ever-greater detail until all the elements will be in
perfect harmony: the layout, the hull, the bow and
stern, the length, beam and draft, the performance
and the features of each deck.
Down to the finest detail
Now the CRN yacht project management team
embarks on the stages of the detailed design.

The structural side, electrical systems and utilities
are entrusted to the engineering team, while the
project architects create and develop the interiors.
A central figure is the Project Manager who, like a
musical conductor, orchestrate all the players in the
yard ensuring supreme quality and timely delivery
while liaising with the owner and his representatives.
The combined contribution of these consummate
professionals, who are part of the CRN yacht project
management team, is what makes the creation of a
bespoke megayacht possible. Driven by the client’s
vision of the space he need inside and out, the
volumes in each setting are mapped. The design
process continues at a finer level, various renderings
with different stages of subtlest details are produced
along with mood boards for the client to experience
patterns and textures.

The culmination of a journey: the idea is now reality.
The final leg of this riveting voyage is the launch and
the various stages of testing. In the months after her
christening, the yacht is subjected to a searching
battery of tests to verify that every detail meets the
exacting standards of excellence that have always
been CRN’s hallmark. At the same time, the pleasure
vessel is further embellished, as the free-standing
furnishings are fitted for a crowning touch of warmth to
bring out the personality of each space to the full.
The journey that began with an idea and a blank
sheet is now complete. The client has completed
the metamorphosis from being simply the owner to
becoming the true author of their opus

From the styles to the colours and the materials
to the finishes, everything can be personalised.
The owner’s wife now has a pivotal contribution to
make, she is instrumental in choosing the mood. In
a continual dialogue, the Project Architect suggests
the most aesthetically fitting solutions and selects
the best suppliers.

among all her elements with an exterior profile
that immediately strikes the eye, creating a
dynamic, sporty impression. Voice design is also
supremely balanced with all the proportions
combined in complete harmony; she is
exceptional for her impressive, luminous interiors
and grand indoor spaces that are remarkably
married with the need for an eye-catching exterior
layout with taut, fluid lines.

uvre_Rolls-Royce.indd 11

The project takes shape: the stages of construction
At this point in the journey, the design – honed and
tailored to the client’s personality – is now ready to
meet reality, as the production work is planned out
to perfection. Now the artisans’ expert hands get to
work on the carpentry, the fitting-out and the on-board
systems and installations. CRN is proud to have an
in-house select group of elite craftspeople; master
shipwrights, welders, engine mechanics, electricians,
production mechanics, instrument mechanics, joiners,
carpenters, cabinetmakers, painters, plasterers, marbleworkers, upholsterers, decorators, who, with their knowhow, are always primed to provide bespoke solutions.
CRN works also in collaboration with small and mediumsized enterprises; excellent specialists and local Italian
craftspeople working with total professionalism and
flexibility. While the external hull is primed and painted
in a meticulous process, the carpenters come in to
subdivide and construct the on-board spaces. CRN
also boasts an in-house carpentry, Zago (company part
of Ferretti Group) with over 110 years of history behind
it and more than half a century of master cabinets
makers know-how. These master Italian craftspeople
brings a superlative level of minutely detailed
customisation. The production stages proceed in
parallel through a process of perfect symbiosis, like
instruments in a symphony orchestra building to a
crescendo – the completion of the piece.
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This bespoke yacht spans 5 decks with a master
suite and 5 VIP cabins to accommodate 12 guests
in exquisite comfort. The upper deck is the owner’s
exclusive domain, with a suite to the stern and
a panoramic lounge towards the forward area
offering total privacy. The owner has also requested
a particularly large spa pool on the sun deck, that
can also be enjoyed while cruising, and social areas
located in all zones of the yacht. Voice stands out
also for her striking, dark, personalised, colours of
the hull. These are a precise request of the owner
who wanted to replicate the colours of one of his
favourite cars; the CRN yacht project management
dedicated team obtained fully-custom colours with
a smokey quartz hull, silver sand superstructure
and jet black details with a final result of changing
colours depending on light reflections.

Voice 62m: the latest CRN delivered megayacht that
shaped Owner’s vision into reality.
An excellent example of what bespoke means for
the shipyard is Voice, the latest steel and aluminium
work of art by CRN, delivered in early 2020 summer.
This new 62-metre megayacht with an 11.50-metre
beam was designed in collaboration with Italian
architecture studio Nuvolari Lenard, who developed
the concept and the interior and exterior styling.
Starting from the wishes and vision of the owner,
CRN proposed a design concept. Then, the shipyard
began a long and in-depth process of listening;
many hours were spent with the client, his family and
team, assimilating inspiring ideas in a beautiful team
effort between CRN yacht project management
team who worked in synergy with the client’s team
to find innovative solutions.
Voice owner is a very resolute and determine
person, passionate about the sea and with a clear
vision: he wanted a yacht that would represent him
and his strong personality, the vessel needed to
be immediately recognisable “from a long way
off”, unique in all its aspects; she would have to
express beauty and majesty being at the same time
technologically advanced, comfortable, with very
high performances and with a particular attention to
sustainability. The result is a highly distinctive yacht
with a forceful personality and yet a superb harmony

The owner’s attention to the environmental
protection theme has found correspondence in
CRN; in fact, in early 2020, Voice has obtained the
IMO TIER III certification, and will be followed by
the other fully custom CRN yachts currently under
construction. IMO Tier III requirements have been
very important for the prevention of air pollution
and guarantees a certified reduction of 70% in
harmful emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx) in
engine exhaust gases.

CRN Shipyard | Ancona | Italy | www.crn-yacht.com
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ROLLS-ROYCE COMPLETES BLACK BADGE
FAMILY WITH CULLINAN
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Black Badge Cullinan Exterior: The King of the Night

At the Geneva Motor Show in March 2016, RollsRoyce Motor Cars presented Black Badge; a
permanent Bespoke family of motor cars that
defined the taste patterns of an emerging generation
of super-luxury consumer.

While clients can draw on the marque’s 44,000 ‘ready to
wear’ paint options or commission an entirely individual
Bespoke hue, it is anticipated that many will opt for Black
Badge’s signature Black. Multiple layers of paint and
lacquer are meticulously applied and hand-polished 10
times at the Home of Rolls-Royce in Goodwood, West
Sussex, representing the most comprehensive surface
finish process ever applied to a solid paint colour. The
depth and intensity of Black Badge Cullinan’s coachwork
serves as the perfect canvas upon which to throw a
contrasting hand-painted Coachline into stark relief.

These unapologetic and highly dynamic products
responded to those who refused to be defined
by traditional codes of luxury and did much to
attract new customers to the marque, reassured
by Rolls-Royce’s fluency in their bold aesthetic and
uncompromising lifestyle requirements.
This highly successful alter ego is codified by the
mathematical symbol that represents a potential
infinity, which is placed discreetly within the motor
car’s interior. This marking, known also as the
lemniscate, was applied to Sir Malcolm Campbell’s
record-breaking Rolls-Royce-powered Blue Bird
K3 hydroplane, denoting that it belonged to an
insurance class reserved for boats with unlimited
and therefore infinite engine power. Rolls-Royce
Motor Cars selected this hallmark for Black Badge to
reflect its own unrelenting pursuit of power.

On the prow of the motor car lies the defining expression
of Black Badge. The Spirit of Ecstasy mascot, which has
taken many forms throughout the marque’s history, is
presented in high gloss black chrome. For the first time
this finish extends onto its mounting plate, creating the
darkest Black Badge yet.

Rolls-Royce debuted Black Badge with Wraith and
Ghost in 2016 followed by Dawn in 2017. Today,
the family is completed with the introduction of
Black Badge Cullinan: the darkest and most urban
statement of Black Badge yet.

Cullinan Goes Black
Created to satisfy overwhelming demand from younger,
more adventurous clients, Cullinan in its silver badge
guise, was launched to global acclaim in 2018, immediately
becoming the world’s pinnacle super-luxury SUV.
Combining luxury in its purest form with genuine
practicality and off-road capability, Cullinan unequivocally
delivered on the promise of an experience that is
Effortless, Everywhere.
The Rolls-Royce of SUVs did much to reach a new group
of clients looking for unfettered access to the world’s
wildest places and most enriching experiences.
Yet, within this group exists a subset of individuals who
seek to subvert the motor car’s domineering presence by
permanently cloaking it in the night.
Cullinan has conquered the world’s wildest reaches. Now
it is time for Black Badge Cullinan to conquer new urban
frontiers.
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This transformation pervades the other symbols of
Black Badge. The ‘Double R’ badge on the front, flanks
and aft invert to become silver-on-black, while chrome
surfaces such as the front grille surround, side frame
finishers, boot handle, boot trim, lower air inlet finisher
and exhaust pipes are darkened. While they appear
black, the vertical grille bars remain polished, reflecting
the blackened surfaces that surround them to add
a frisson of movement that hints at the motor car’s
dynamic intent.
The overall effect artfully simplifies and enlarges the
motor car’s exterior design graphics, emphasising its
imposing proportions and confident stance.

This is further dramatised by all-new 22-inch forged
alloy wheels, reserved exclusively for Black Badge
Cullinan. Designed in the Black Badge house style,
the gear-like graphic emphasises the model’s vast
reserves of power while also recalling an infinitely
occurring lemniscate.
The gloss black and polished design also creates the
perfect stage for the marque’s first ever coloured brake
caliper. The high gloss Red paint has been specifically
developed to withstand the rigours of elevated
temperatures generated by the motor car’s uprated
braking system while still offering a perfectly smooth
finish befitting of Rolls-Royce.
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Black Badge Cullinan Interior:
Superlative comfort. Audacious design
Ordinarily, great efforts are expelled to distance
occupants from a Rolls-Royce’s mechanical function.
However, the marque’s Colour and Trim experts
gently sensationalised the engineering substance of
Black Badge, seamlessly blending superlative comfort,
bold aesthetics, advanced materials and precise,
meticulous craftsmanship.
This ethos is perfectly embodied by Black Badge
Cullinan’s Technical Carbon veneer. In the spirit of Sir
Henry Royce’s founding philosophy, “When it does not
exist, design it”, a collaboration between the marque’s
designers, engineers and craftspeople saw the creation
of a new luxury material. Inspired by masterpieces
of urban architecture, a naked-weave carbon-fibre
finish has been developed to create highly accurate
repeating geometrical shapes that produce a powerful
three-dimensional effect.
Each leaf of Technical Carbon is finished with six
coats of lacquer before being left to cure for 72
hours then hand-polished to Rolls-Royce’s hallmark
mirror finish. This process takes 21 days and is only
deemed complete once every piece is inspected by a
craftsperson to ensure complete reflective uniformity
across each of the 23 pieces within the car.
Starlight Headliner has joined historical Rolls-Royce
iconography such as the Spirit of Ecstasy, Pantheon
Grille and ‘Double R’ monogram. Its presence in
Black Badge Cullinan intensifies the cabin’s ambience
by casting a low light over the lavish leather seats.
Presented in fine Black leather, handwoven with 1344
fibre optic lights, it is a true reflection of the sky at
night and incorporates eight brilliant white shooting
stars that dart at random predominantly over the
front occupants, subtly acknowledging the motor car’s
owner-driver appeal.
Reflecting the marque’s Bespoke philosophy, Black Badge
Cullinan benefits from a near-infinitely configurable
interior colour palette. Black Badge clients often use
interior space as a stage to create dramatic high contrast
colourways, so for Cullinan Rolls-Royce’s Colour and
Trim designers created a bold new leather colour, Forge
Yellow, to offer as part of the brand’s curated collection.
As with all leather colours, this can be commissioned for
the motor car’s Viewing Suite or incorporated into the
design of a highly Bespoke Recreation Module tailored
to the client’s exacting specification.
A final touch completes the interior seating: the Infinity
lemniscate motif is embroidered into the fold-down rear
arm-rest as an elegant reminder of the power contained
within. This simple but potent symbol is also incorporated
in the illuminated treadplates and engraved on the
brushed and darkened steel clock case. Red-tipped clock
hands and instrument display needles also serve as a
discreet reminder of the motor car’s dynamic prowess.
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Black Badge Cullinan Engineering.
The Architecture of Luxury’s dark side
Black Badge is far more than an aesthetic treatment. In creating
this class of motor car, it was of vital importance for Rolls-Royce
to conceive a meticulously considered dynamic personality
that perfectly harmonised with the motor car’s remarkable
visual identity. Indeed, the exceptionally high expectations of
the marque’s clients defined a rigorous testing protocol lasting
more than three years to ensure that Black Badge Cullinan was
relevant to their needs.
Key to the visceral thrill of Black Badge Cullinan is the Architecture
of Luxury, Rolls-Royce’s proprietary all-aluminium architecture
that debuted with Phantom. The sub-structure not only delivers
extraordinary body stiffness but its flexibility and scalability
allowed Cullinan to be fitted with all-wheel drive and four-wheel
steering in its silver badged guise. These dynamic features have
been comprehensively exploited and re-engineered for Black
Badge while retaining the peerless quality of ride that has driven
Rolls-Royce’s success.
The Architecture of Luxury has been engineered to meet size
and weight requirements of different propulsion systems.
When the driver presses the ‘Low’ button situated on the gear
selection stalk, they unlock Black Badge Cullinan’s full suite of
technologies. This is asserted by the proud amplification of
the motor car’s 6.75-litre twin-turbocharged V12 through an
entirely new exhaust system, announcing its arrival with a deep,
authoritative basso profundo.
It was deemed unnecessary to make changes to the engine’s
ample internal capacity, however the flexibility of the twin-turbo
V12 has been exploited to generate an extra 29PS creating a
total output of 600PS. The sense of a single, infinite gear has
also been sensationalised with the addition of a further 50NM
of torque, bringing the total to a 900NM.
Black Badge Cullinan benefits from a Bespoke transmission
and throttle treatment that creates a sense of urgency without
ever undermining its Rolls-Royce peerage. The drive-train, ZF
8-speed gear box and both front and rear steered axles work
collaboratively to adjust the levels of engagement depending on
throttle and steering inputs. Changes to suspension components
and settings add to the suite of dynamic technologies that
ensure an appropriate balance between dynamism and
refinement. The result is an extremely well-mannered tourer at
low speeds and a vivid driver’s device when pressed.
To bolster confidence when exploiting Cullinan’s alter ego, the
braking bite point has been raised and pedal travel decreased.
Redesigned brake disc ventilation also allows consistency in
these changes while braking at elevated temperatures.
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BU Y, SELL , OR CH A RTER W ITH HMY

TRUSTED YACHTING EXPERTISE
WITH A GLOBAL REACH

The Intersection Of Artistry,
Craftsmanship And Technology
Available Only At
For over 40 years, our reputation has been built on our strong values and integrity. As one of the leading yacht sales
organizations in the industry, we are also the premier charter choice for your next luxury vacation. HMY charter
vacations are completely tailored to your requirements. Place your trust in HMY for your next vacation or yacht
purchase and you can always expect more.

(561) 250-6428
R E ACH . R EL AT I O NSH I PS. R E SU LT S. | 561. 262.4132 | H MY.CO M

240 W. Indiantown Road, Jupiter, FL 33458
www.pianodistributors.com

PALM BEACH RUG GALLERY

PALM BEACH RUG GALLERY
5913 S. DIXIE HWY. WEST PALM BEACH FL 33405 USA
Tel: + I 561 660 88 34 | Fax: + I 561 660 88 27 | Cell: + I 917 855 13 55
Email: info@pbruggallery.com

MODERN DESIGN RUG FROM OUR COLLETION, 10 ‘ x 14 ‘ ft., Wool and Silk

ANTIQUE PERSIAN “ DRAGON “ DESIGN RUG, Late 19th Century, 14’ x 22’ ft., Perfect Condition

PALM BEACH RUG GALLERY

PALM BEACH RUG GALLERY
5913 S. DIXIE HWY. WEST PALM BEACH FL 33405 USA
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NEW BENTAYGA SPEED
- THE ULTIMATE BENTAYGA
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Power, Performance and Agility
The new Bentayga Speed takes the Bentayga’s
extraordinary abilities to new levels, utilising the
6.0-litre W12 twin-turbocharged engine that
delivers peak power of 635 PS (626 bhp). Effortless
acceleration is always guaranteed thanks to 900
Nm (664 lb.ft) of torque, available as a plateau
from 1,500 rpm to 5,000 rpm. The assembly of the
W12 powertrain takes the skilled engine builders
approximately ten per cent of the total hours
required for the manufacture of the Bentayga Speed.
With exceptional performance, comfort and
handling, maximum speed is also increased to 190
mph (306 km/h), while the 0-62 mph (0-100 km/h)
sprint is delivered in 3.9 seconds.

Bentley Motors is announcing today full details of the
new Bentayga Speed – the pinnacle of the Bentayga
family – effortless performance, yet no compromise
on luxury. Hand-built at Crewe, the Bentayga Speed
combines the W12 powertrain and many of the models
luxurious features as standard, including the Mulliner
Driving Specification.
Building on a long tradition of Speed models that
was born with the Continental GT in 2007, the
new Bentayga Speed maintains the performance
credentials proved by its predecessor, which claimed
the production SUV record at the gruelling Pikes Peak
International Hill Climb in 2018.
The new Bentayga Speed builds on the completely
refreshed design of the new Bentayga, adopting the
same Bentley design DNA now prevalent across the
entire model range. Introducing the very latest onboard
technology and an even more cosseting cabin, the new
model is significantly revised both inside and out.
Bentley’s Chairman and Chief Executive, Adrian
Hallmark, comments:

“The new Bentayga has already raised the benchmark for
luxury SUVs, against which all others are measured. Ahead
of the launch of the new Bentayga Hybrid – the world’s
only definitive luxury hybrid - in the coming months, it’s
important that we still recognise the customer desire for
absolute performance. The new Bentayga Speed remains
the fastest SUV in the world, but more than that, it’s also
the most luxurious version of the new Bentayga – the
best of both worlds, the pinnacle.”
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Imagine waking up, feeling ready for
everything life has in store for you.
All people sleep. You know the
feeling; going into that unconscious
state where your body lies relaxed,
motionless, and your mind becomes
suspended in dream space.
You can sleep almost anywhere if
necessary for survival; on bare soil,
a stone floor, a rug, a foam mattress,
in a hammock, and of course in your
own bed. Wherever you sleep or for
how long, you’ll likely get enough
sleep to survive. But, shouldn’t your
sleep experience be more than a
means of survival?

Sleep enhances the quality of
your life. How well you sleep determines how awake and welcoming
you are towards everything life has
to offer.
It’s during your waking hours that
you can truly notice how well you
have slept. You can notice whether
or not your resting place allows both
your body and mind to experience
full recovery from the previous day.
Or, does your resting place secretly
steal from your quality of time here
on Earth?

Hästens manufactures world-class
handcrafted beds. What you feel
when springs, horsetail hair, wool
fibers, cotton, flax and wooden joints
cooperate is, in fact, the fruit of
nearly 170 years of relentless work.
Because that’s what it takes to build
a platform for a better day.
The Hästens experience is like
receiving a comforting embrace.

Efficiency is also an important aspect of such a powerful
engine; to achieve effective cylinder deactivation with
the complex layout of the W12, the engine control
unit deactivates one complete bank of six cylinders
as required. Switching between A and B Bank using
information from the inlet and exhaust sensors,
minimises cylinder and catalytic convertor cool down
and avoids spikes in exhaust emissions. This not
only benefits CO2 emissions but realises significant
economy gains under part-throttle cruising conditions.
In 5th to 8th gears, when the driver releases the
throttle (at motorway cruising speed, for example)
the car will open the torque converter, dropping the
engine to idle and simply allowing the car to roll or
‘sail’. When the throttle is reapplied, or the car starts
going downhill and detects an increase in speed, the
transmission is re-engaged.
To use this power appropriately the Bentayga Speed
is equipped with four on-road Drive Dynamics modes:
Comfort at one extreme, Sport at the other and
with Bentley mode – the balanced recommendation
of Bentley’s chassis team in Crewe – alongside a
Custom mode for customers who opt to create their
own driving set-up.

Uniquely in the Speed, the Sport mode has been
recalibrated to enhance response from the W12
engine and the eight-speed automatic transmission,
together with the air suspension system and Bentley
Dynamic Ride. The effect is a more dynamic and
engaging drive.
Bentley Dynamic Ride is the world’s first electric
active roll control technology that utilises an unrivalled
48V system. This system instantly counteracts lateral
rolling forces when cornering and ensures maximum
tyre contact to deliver class-leading cabin stability,
ride comfort and exceptional handling.
Recalibration of Bentley’s Torque Vectoring by Brake
system – whereby the car lightly brakes the inside
rear wheel at corner entry to sharpen the front
axle turn-in – has made Bentayga Speed even more
responsive to drive.
The Bentayga Speed’s optional carbon ceramic brakes
are the largest and most powerful brakes available
from Bentley, with a maximum braking torque of
6,000 Nm and engineered to withstand temperatures
up to 1,000 °C. They also provide a weight saving of
more than 20 kg over iron brakes.

HÄSTENS MIAMI DESIGN DISTRICT | 112 NE 41 St Street, Suite 100, Miami, FL33137 | T. +1 305 615 2002
E-mail: Miami@Hastensstores.com
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Styling to Reflect
Performance Credentials
To match the elevated levels of performance,
the Bentayga Speed sports a purposeful
exterior look. Dark-tint headlights, bodycoloured side skirts, unique front and
rear bumpers and a striking, elongated
tailgate spoiler characterise the Speed’s
performance credentials. Dark-tint radiator
and bumper grilles, a unique 22-inch wheel
design available in two finishes (painted and
dark tint) and Speed signature badging add
to the sporting design cues. At the rear, the
exhaust finishers are now the oval design
that signifies a W12 powertrain.

Dark-tint tail lamps complete the Speed
exterior signature. 17 standard paint colours
are supplemented by a further 47 hues in
the Extended and Mulliner ranges, with an
additional 24 duo-tone options.
Customers wanting to go beyond this total
of 88 options can have paintwork colour
matched to any sample they provide. This
exceptional range is complemented by a
palette of 15 hide colours, six colour splits
and eight veneers and two technical finishes.
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Inside, the Bentayga Speed introduces a dramatic
design theme that balances luxury and performance
in an unrivalled way. The unique Speed colour split is
achieved through the use of dark colours enhanced
by primary hide accents running throughout the
seats and interior trim. Elegantly crafted ‘swooshes’
of contrast leather swipe around the doors, along
the edges of the seat cushions and backrest
bolsters, and on the lower console.
The Speed colour split also introduces Alcantara®
to the cabin of the Bentayga, across the seat
cushions and back rest centre panels, gear lever,
steering wheel, lower knee trim areas, upper pillar
trim and headliner. Customers can choose the
Leather Specification to instead have these areas
trimmed in hide.
‘Speed’ seat embroidery on the backrest of all of
the seats is included as standard, and as a no-cost
option customers can choose to replace the ‘Speed’
embroidery with that of the Bentley logo.

Cartel Contemporary by Giovanni Rossi, curating the perfect art
for over 20 years for any project including your home or yacht.
Locations in the DCOTA Design Center, Naples and
our newest home 502 East Atlantic Avenue in Delray Beach
CARTELCONTEMPORARY.COM
gr@cartelcontemporary.com

561-251-1375

A new contrast stitching design through the
diamond quilting of the Mulliner Driving Specification
(included as standard) is unique to Speed, with each
of the stitch lines running through the quilting being
split – one to match the leather, the other in the
contrast colour. Discreet metal Speed badging to
the front fascia and Speed illuminated treadplates
complete the signature look.

Cutting-Edge Infotainment
Setting new standards in the sector for customer
technology interfaces, the new Bentayga
introduces a new, cutting-edge infotainment
system. A bigger and brighter, high-resolution
10.9-inch touchscreen, with an anti-reflection
and anti-glare coating and much improved touch
functionality, now spans the entire width of the
centre fascia for a more contemporary look.
Content can be selected either via hard keys
beneath the screen, or from the main menu
screen. A customisable dashboard can also be
set up to show three favourites, such as phone,
navigation or media.
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The advanced navigation system features free-text,
context-specific search entry, including an address or
point of interest. Navigation is improved with a threedimensional building display, satellite maps, content in
the driver’s next generation Head-Up Display and several
other useful features. The Head-Up Display can now
project traffic information, street names and distance to
destination too.
As well as the usual array of media sources, wireless
Apple CarPlay is now standard (in addition to the previous
standard wired system), along with Android Auto. With a
corresponding phone plugged into one of the car’s USB-C
sockets, the central infotainment screen mirrors the
smartphone display.
The new Bentayga Speed now has a fully digital driver’s
information panel similar to the Continental GT and new
Flying Spur. The display brings a contemporary look to the
cockpit, can be customised to the driver’s requirements and
features real-time lighting effects with elegant animations.

The high-resolution screen can be viewed in either Classic
or Expanded format. In Classic, the display shows the
traditional two-dial design of speedometer and tachometer.
In Expanded, the right dial is replaced with an area for
maps and media information.
The latest release of the My Bentley in-car and remote
connected car services are available through the New
Bentayga. In-car services now being delivered through an
embedded SIM, as with the latest Continental GT, means
online services no longer require a data connection from a
customer’s mobile device.
Essential features including real time traffic information
and over-the-air map updates will be available to all
customers in Bentley connected car markets. New
connected features such as green traffic light prediction,
and local hazard information will become available
depending on market region.
Remote services - subject to regional availability - are
accessible through the My Bentley app and are further
improved, including the technology levels and range of
features our customers have now come to expect – from
‘find my car’ and ‘lock my car’, through to car status and
statistics – including integration with other functions such
as the park heater when fitted.
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LARASOFI is a family owned full service firm
specializing in high-end, unique and fully custom
woodwork. Since 2010 we have been designing
and building everything from luxury kitchens to
bathrooms, exclusive personalized wall units,
closets, libraries and all aspects of architectural
design, LARASOFI can help guide you to the home

of your dreams. With an eye for innovation and a
standard for excellence, we dictate the success
of our projects and elevate the expectations of
our clients. Your complete satisfaction is our top
priority! LARASOFI offers competitive services and
ensures that all projects are always kept to budget
and on schedule.

1855 Griffin Road, Suite #C-366 • Dania Beach, FL 33004 • T: 954-297-5781 • info@larasofi.com • larasofi.com

ONE OF A KIND. ONE AT A TIME .

IF YOU CAN DREAM IT,
WE CAN BUILD IT.
OUR FLAGSHIP SPORT YACHT THE 477 EVOLUTION

For nearly 40 years, Intrepid has been welcoming customers into a uniquely
collaborative process that combines industry-leading innovation with an
incomparable level of customization to build them the boats of their dreams.
NOW IT’S YOUR TURN.
Ready to fulfill your personal vision of perfection, the flagship 477 Evolution
combines unparalleled offshore performance with the opulent amenities of
a super yacht. Wherever your boating dreams may lead, your one-of-a-kind

The new Bentayga.

Intrepid will take you there. To get started on yours, contact us today!

Effortless performance everywhere.
Discover more at 2801 Okeechobee Boulevard, West Palm Beach or contact
Bentley Palm Beach by calling us at 561-424-7415 or visiting BramanBentleyPalmBeach.com
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DRIVER-FOCUSSED, ELEGANT AND
EXQUISITELY HAND-CRAFTED:
NEW CONTINENTAL GT V8 AND GT V8 CONVERTIBLE
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Bentley is introducing two new versions of its third
generation Continental GT and GT Convertible
models this year. The definitive luxury Grand Tourer is
now available for US customer order with a powerful
V8 petrol engine, ensuring a lively and engaging drive
that complements the unparalleled levels of luxury
and cutting-edge technology.
Both V8 models are equipped with a new-generation
4.0-litre, twin-turbocharged engine developing 542
bhp (550 PS) and 568 lb.ft (770 Nm) of torque. It
combines immense power with greater range, plus
a characterful V8 burble though the stylish quad
exhaust pipes.
Designed, engineered and handcrafted in Crewe, Great
Britain, the Continental GT V8 and GT V8 Convertible
combine driver-focussed performance with exquisite
refinement and cutting-edge technology. Both cars
feature 20-inch, 10-spoke painted alloys wheels, subtle
V8 badging and a sublime, handcrafted interior.
Bentley created the modern luxury Grand Tourer
segment in 2003, with the launch of the first
generation Continental GT and, sitting at the core
of the ground-breaking Continental GT line-up, the
new V8 models offer customers a unique breadth of
Grand Touring abilities.
Customer deliveries will commence in the US in Q3,
with availability for other regions to be scheduled
from Q1 2020.
Thrilling Performance – Even Greater Efficiency
The new V8 versions of the ultimate Grand Tourer
combine immense power with impressive fuel
efficiency. Excellent weight distribution makes the
dynamic V8 feel even more agile and responsive
with a distinctive, higher revving engine personality
of its own.
The new-generation 4.0-litre, 32-valveV8 petrol engine
develops 542 bhp (550 PS) and 568 lb.ft (770 Nm) of
torque. It also features dual twin-scroll turbochargers
located inside the ‘V’ of the engine, together resulting
in a top speed of 198 mph (318 km/h) and 0-60 mph
in 3.9 seconds (0-100 km/h in 4.0 seconds) for the
Coupe; and 0-60 mph in 4.0 seconds (0-100 km/h in
4.1 seconds) for the Convertible.
Spirited performance from both eight-speed V8
models is complemented by refined efficiency,
stemming partly from the ability of the engine to deactivate four of its eight cylinders in suitable conditions,
without compromising the drive.The seamless change
happens in just 20 milliseconds and is imperceptible
to customers. Stop-Start technology, which operates
at ‘near-to-stop’ speeds, is also available.
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Muscular Exterior Design – A Statement of Intent
A statement of true luxury, the third generation Continental
GT and GT Convertible represent the pinnacle of Bentley’s
design and engineering achievements. Effortlessly elegant and
more sculpted and sharply defined, the body and materials
combine to create truly breath-taking cars.
The new V8 models feature 20-inch, 10-spoke painted alloy
wheels and the option to choose from nine other designs
measuring up to 22-inches. Bentley offers seven standard
exterior bodywork colours, with an extensive palate of
additional paint choices available. Both GT V8 and GT V8
Convertible are distinguished by quad exhaust pipes and
subtle V8 badging to the front wings.

The GT V8 Convertible’s tailored roof can be deployed or
stowed in just 19 seconds, with the car travelling at speeds of
up to 30 mph (50 km/h). This transforms it from a luxurious
coupe into an open-top GrandTourer at the touch of a button.
Seven different fabric hood colours are available, including an
authentic tweed finish for the first time. A newly designed
neckwarmer (which is both warmer and quieter than in the
previous generation model), is seamlessly integrated into the
heated and vented Comfort Seats, optimising efficiency and
airflow around the electrically adjustable headrests.The styling
highlight of the new neckwarmer is a chrome centre vane that
stretches the full width of the duct, echoing Bentley’s famous
‘bullseye’ vents. Combined with a heated steering wheel and
new heated armrests, these sophisticated comfort features
create a luxurious driving experience in all environments.
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MIAMI HOT SPRING
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The V8 models also employ the latest LED Matrix technology,
while the design of the headlamps is inspired by the finest cutcrystal glasses. The result is similar to that of an illuminated
cut gem, an effect which is magnified when the optional
welcome sequence gradually illuminates the headlights as
you approach the car.
A Cabin of Handcrafted Luxury

providing exclusive features for the ultimate spa experience,
through unique massage and unrivalled comfort-created design

The Continental GT V8’s innovative, luxurious interior offers
unrivalled Grand Touring refinement. It seamlessly integrates
natural materials such as the highest quality leathers and rare,
sustainably sourced veneers into the finest handcrafted cabin.
Twenty-way adjustable leather seats set new industry standards
in comfort and refinement, and are available in a monotone
colour split on the GT V8 and GT V8 Convertible. Four further
colour split options are available, together with Contrast
Stitching, Piping and Hand Cross Stitch.
New Crown Cut Walnut adorns the V8 fascia and other
areas, with the option of a variety of exquisite wood veneers.
V8 models also feature a 10-speaker Bentley Audio system as
standard pumping out a powerful 650 watts of entertainment.

Pinch A Penny • 11035 Bird Road • Miami, FL • United States
Tel: 001 - 305 - 221 - 0673 • Email: theteam@miamihotsprings.com • www.miamihotspring.com
WHICH SPA IS RIGHT FOR YOU
Take the first step toward finding your hot tub
by browsing our spa collections. Our spas and
swim spas are divided into five distinct offerings
- each designed to fit your specific family size,
patio design, and budget.

At the heart of both the GT V8 and GT V8 Convertible
dashboards are an advanced, fully digital, driver-focussed
instrument panel and the optional Bentley Rotating Display.
The latter features a 12.3-inch touchscreen housed in a threesided unit, which revolves the veneer to reveal the touchscreen,
as well as three elegant analogue dials. Inside the new GT
V8 Convertible, the ultimate Grand Tourer for all seasons,
customers can choose from a range of eight roof lining colours.
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Unrivalled Ride and Handling.
The driving dynamics of the Continental GT V8 and GT V8
Convertible offer the driving character expected of a class
leading Grand Tourer, along with the opportunity to explore the
range of performance the car has to offer via the Bentley Drive
Dynamics selector.
The different modes available offer the customer the full breadth
of performance, from class-leading refinement and comfort to
focussed handling in Sport mode. The Continental GT V8 and
GT V8 Convertible are both equipped with front and rear
hollow, lightweight anti-roll bars for exceptional handling while
the technically advanced, adaptive chassis created for Bentley’s
intelligent Dynamic Ride System is also available as an option.
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The Dynamic Ride System controls ride comfort and lateral
roll, cushioning passengers from excessive movement, as well as
making the Continental GT V8 models feel effortlessly precise.
The air suspension uses three-chamber air springs which further
improve ride comfort and the dynamic character. It has the
scope to vary from sporting spring stiffness to luxury limousine
refinement, depending on which mode is selected. An Active
All-Wheel Drive System varies the front-to-rear torque split
dependent on the driving situation. The Continental GT V8 will
use rear-wheel drive as much as possible during normal driving for
optimum efficiency and dynamic performance.

Electric Power-Assisted Steering provides excellent feedback
to the driver. It utilises a variable rack ratio, allowing increased
response with higher steering angles to aid manoeuvrability whilst
maintaining excellent stability at high speeds. The V8 models are
offered with a wide range of driver assistance features, such as
Active Lane Assist, Traffic Jam Assist and Park Assist.
Continuous Damping Control optimises comfort and handling, by
constantly adjusting the damper forces in response to road inputs,
vehicle movement and driver demand. It does this by continuously
measuring the velocity and distance between the wheels and the
body at each corner and adjust to optimise comfort and handling.
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Bentley’s Centenary – 100 Years of Extraordinary
In 1919 Walter Owen (W.O.) Bentley created a company
with a simple objective: to build “a fast car, a good car, the
best in its class”. This guiding principle has driven Bentley
ever since, pushing the brand forward and making it the
leader in automotive luxury around the world today.
The 10th of July 2019 marks Bentley’s 100th year. This
extraordinary milestone – reached by only a special
few companies – will be a cause for celebration of the
company’s history and its global success today.
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AMID MUCH FANFARE AND ANTICIPATION, Braman Bentley of Palm Beach welcomed the
2020 Bentley Flying Spur onto its sophisticated showroom floor. The new flagship model
was hailed as a game changer, and now that several clients have taken delivery, the car’s true
character can finally be fully appreciated. The speculation is over: Bentley has undoubtedly
delivered on their promise to produce a vehicle that represents the ultimate marriage of
power and refinement.
It all starts with the brand-new “Flying B” hood ornament. Far from an afterthought, such an
emblem has never before been bestowed on a Bentley, and can be optioned to include crystal
inlays which illuminate at night. It also will automatically shoot back into the hood should any
passerby attempt to take it home as a keepsake.
As recently as ten years ago, the thought of leaving a Bentley dealer in a 626-horsepower
luxury sedan capable of surpassing 200 mph was unfathomable. However, times change
rapidly—perhaps not nearly as rapidly as the new Flying Spur, however. Though larger than
some midsized SUVs, it manages to charge to highway speeds in around four seconds, and
easily maneuvers through tight parking lots with the aid of rear-wheel steering.
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BRINGING SERENITY TO THE CITY AND
BEYOND - THE NEW BENTAYGA HYBRID
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Bentley is taking the next step on its journey to a sustainable
future with the launch of the new Bentayga Hybrid – the only
electrified true-luxury SUV in the world, and a model that
Bentley predicts will become the best-selling member of the
new Bentayga family.
Following the recent launches of the new Bentayga V8 and
Bentayga Speed, the new Bentayga Hybrid becomes the
third model in the most successful luxury SUV portfolio the
segment has ever seen. The new exterior and interior design
emphasises Bentley design DNA across the entire model
range, giving Bentley the freshest and most modern product
family of any luxury car company.
The new Bentayga Hybrid offers the ultimate in electric
luxury, with smooth and silent progress through urban
environments, whilst having the grand touring capability
to escape the city and explore further. Customers of the
Bentayga Hybrid can escape the noise of the city through the
refined and acoustically-isolated serenity of the cabin without
engine interference, using up to 31 miles of electric-only
range (NEDC), before physically leaving the city behind with
the comfort of a total combined range of 536 miles (NEDC).
Delivering the same level of comfort and luxury, yet with a
quieter and more refined driving experience, the Bentayga
Hybrid brings a selection of new technologies and connected
car services, positioning the new product as the most
technically advanced Bentayga to date.
Introducing the very latest on-board technology and an even
more cosseting cabin, the new Bentayga is significantly revised
both inside and out from the previous generation.
Subtle exterior badging complements the new Bentayga’s
exterior design now prevalent across the entire model range,
giving Bentley the freshest and most modern product family
of any luxury car company.
Chairman and Chief Executive of Bentley Motors, Adrian
Hallmark, comments:
“The Bentayga Hybrid is the next step on our journey to
becoming the world’s leading sustainable luxury mobility
company. Bentley will transform from a 100-year-old luxury car
company to a new, sustainable, wholly ethical role model for
luxury, and the Bentayga Hybrid is the first model to pioneer
our company’s recently announced Beyond100 strategy.”
Bentley’s research shows over 90 per cent of customers use
their first-generation Bentayga Hybrid on a daily basis or
several times a week, and nearly 100 per cent of customers
use EV mode, with half of them consistently undertaking
journeys of less than 30 miles.
During previous retailer training, 78 per cent zero emissions
journeys were achieved regularly over a 500 mile activity. In
a more urban environment, one of Bentley’s development
drivers achieved 67 per cent zero emissions over 672 miles
around San Francisco, and in the UK, Chris Cole – Project
Leader for the Bentayga Hybrid achieved 64 per cent zero
emissions commuting to and from the factory.
In real world terms, the majority of journeys can be achieved
completely in electric only, with zero emissions, delivering
more benefits environmentally and building on Bentley’s new
reputation for sustainability for the future.
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Al suotavolo

Hybrid Powertrain Drives Further
Technological Advancements
The Bentayga Hybrid’s electrified powertrain consists of 12 main
components in three key areas. Firstly the distribution of electricity;
the charge point is located on the left-hand side of the car, opposite
the fuel flap and is specific to the region of the vehicle. An LED
provides a visual indicator showing the state of charge of the battery,
which can be charged at a rate of 7.2kW/h.
The 17.3 kWh lithium battery consist of 168 individual cells with an
expected life of 100,000 miles or eight years, and can be charged
to 100 per cent in as little as two and a half hours (region specific).
The power electronics convert the energy stored from the high
voltage battery to supply the E Motor or supplement the existing
12v vehicles electrical infrastructure.
Conversion of stored energy into smooth, effortless performance is
via the 94 kW (126 bhp) E Motor which can produce up to 258 lb.ft
(350 Nm) of torque. The E Motor is housed within the transmission
between the gearbox and internal combustion engine and can
deliver full torque instantaneously from stationary, providing silent
and rapid vehicle acceleration.

ZUCCARELLI’S ITALIAN RESTAURANT AND BAR has long sat just a stone’s throw from the Braman Motorcars campus on
West Okeechobee Boulevard. While this particular site has been a favorite haunt for Club Braman members and employees
for over a decade, the greater South Florida area has been enjoying the authentic cuisine and genial atmosphere found at
each and every Zuccarelli’s location for more than 30 years.

A 3.0 litre twin-scroll turbocharged V6 engine supplements the E
Motor when additional torque is required or when speeds above
84 mph are requested. To warn pedestrians of the vehicle’s near
silent movement, a dedicated speaker emits an exterior sound at
low speeds.
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The Bentayga Hybrid not only has
different drive modes but can also use the
information stored via the Bentley Hybrid
Efficiency Navigation system to achieve the
very best efficiency, via feedback through
the throttle pedal.
The Bentley Hybrid Efficiency Accelerator
Pedal provides a pressure point when in EV
Drive to denote the boundary between pure
electric and hybrid power. This encourages
the driver to stay in EV Drive for as long as
possible but can also be disabled if required.
Bentley Hybrid Efficiency Braking blends
seamless integration of braking between the
E Motor and conventional hydraulic braking,
to provide a conventional feel to the brake
pedal for comfort and the driving experience
while maximising recuperation of energy.
A dedicated button allows control over the
three E Modes – EV Drive, Hybrid Mode
and Hold Mode. These will enable the driver
to manually manage battery usage during a
journey – though this can also be managed
automatically by the car.
EV Drive mode is engaged as soon as the
car is switched on, and maximises the electric
driving experience. This is ideal for city driving
and for shorter journeys. The Bentley Hybrid
Efficiency Accelerator Pedal provides feedback
to the driver using a pressure point to denote
the boundary between pure electric and
hybrid power. Using predictive data from the
Bentley Hybrid Efficiency Navigation database,
the pedal will vibrate when approaching a
junction or speed limit decrease, advising the
driver to lift off the throttle, saving energy
whilst also giving the maximum opportunity
for regeneration. Haptic feedback through
the throttle pedal of the transition between
the E Motor disengaging and the internal
combustion engine starting encourages
the driver to stay in EV Drive for as long as
possible, maximising efficiency. In pure electric
drive, the E Motor continues to function up to
speeds of up to 84mph.
Hybrid Mode maximises vehicle efficiency
and range using data from the intelligent
navigation system. This mode is suited
for longer journeys and uses predictive
E-Mode and engine coasting whilst
following directions from the navigation
system. Inputting a destination, the car
will automatically engage the correct
Drive Mode for each part of the journey,
constantly calculating the most efficient
use of battery charge and storing electrical
energy for sections of the journey where
it is most useful – such as when arriving in
the city. The system will reduce on-board
charge to zero just as the vehicle reaches
its destination, maximising overall efficiency.

Hold Mode balances engine and electric power
to hold high voltage battery charge for later
use. This is the default mode when in Sport is
to provide consistent boost and recuperation.
The new Bentayga Hybrid is delivered with
all of the required market specific cables,
facilitating charging of the vehicle at the home
or via industrial charge points at work or in
public car parks. In addition to the standard
equipment supplied customers can also
choose a Bentley branded wallbox available
as a no cost option* providing an attractive
solution housing the charge unit and neatly
storing the charge cables. The latest release
of the My Bentley in-car and remote
connected car services are available through
the new Bentayga Hybrid. In-car services
are now delivered through an embedded
SIM, meaning they no longer require a data
connection from a customer’s mobile device.
REMOTE SERVICES - subject to regional
availability - are accessible through the My
Bentley app and are further improved,
including the technology levels and range
of features. Four specific features for the
new Bentayga Hybrid can be found in the
convenient features and are as follows:
MY CAR STATISTICS - which provides an
overview of vehicle data. You can view the
time and date of recent trips as well as last
trip distance, average speed, travel time and
average fuel/electric consumption.
MY BATTERY CHARGE - allows you to
remotely initiate vehicle charging as long as
your vehicle is plugged in. You can select
the time you plan to leave and the charging
system will calculate a rate of charging to
achieve the highest level of charge in line
with your departure.
MY CABIN COMFORT - lets you remotely
heat or cool the cabin to an optimum
temperature of 22°C ahead of your journey.
E-CHARGING - identifies the nearest
charging point locations in the area or at a
destination of your choice, allowing you to
navigate to the most convenient location.
You can filter the results by distance, bay
availability and charging rate.
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Bentley Research Proves Effectiveness of Bentayga Hybrid
As part of Bentley’s journey towards electrification and the
recently announced Beyond100 strategy (delivering a product
range composed entirely of plug-in hybrids or battery electric
vehicles by 2026), a research activity has been undertaken to
understand customer usage of the Bentayga Hybrid in detail.
Over 90 per cent of customers use their first generation Bentayga
Hybrid on a daily basis or several times a week and nearly 100 per
cent of customers use EV mode, with half of them consistently
undertaking journeys of less than 30 miles.
In real world terms, this means that the majority of the journeys,
whether office commuting or school runs, can be achieved
predominantly whilst producing zero emissions.
New Bentayga Hybrid - Summary

Let us custom design a gorgeous
Epoxy Floor for any room of
your home.
200 colors infinite possibilities

Residential and Garage Floor Experts
Industry grade Products
10 Year Bond Warranty
1 year product
Free Estimates.

Owner Operator • Reese@palmbeachepoxy.com • (561) 6321855

The new Bentayga Hybrid builds upon the latest design and
feature content offered by the newest iteration of the Bentayga
product line. Adopting the new Bentley family DNA, the exterior
of the new Bentayga has a more modern and purposeful look, and
concurrently the interior has been re-imagined and now contains
a modernised, unparalleled combination of luxury materials and
exquisite, intricate craftsmanship.
A next generation infotainment system is integrated seamlessly
into the handcrafted, Bentley ‘wing’ dashboard design and features
a 10.9-inch display screen with edge-to-edge graphics. The allnew digital display includes super high-resolution and dynamic
graphics which are configurable to suit driver preferences.

849 Ardmore Road, West Palm Beach, FL 33401, United States
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The latest hardware and software bring all-new navigation with
satellite maps, online search and other features. Wireless Apple
CarPlay is standard for the first time, alongside the existing wired
system, along with Android Auto (market dependant). Rear
seat occupants benefit from the introduction of a new, larger
touchscreen remote control tablet, similar to that introduced in
the all-new Flying Spur. Connectivity around the car has been
significantly improved, with USB-C data ports and a wireless
phone charger now standard. The new Bentayga range is now
provided with an embedded SIM, as with the latest Continental
GT models, meaning My Bentley connected car features no longer
require customers to provide their own data connection.
My Bentley in-car and remote services is a continually developing
range of services available to customers through a dedicated app,
available both on Apple iOS and Android mobile platforms. The
luxurious interior can be further enhanced with the application of dark
tint diamond brushed aluminium trim for the first time in a Bentley, as
well as two straight-grained veneers new to Bentayga: Koa and Crown
Cut Walnut. Mulliner Driving Specification adds a new quilting design,
and micro piping detailing is a new option for the seats.

Bentayga Adopts Bentley's New Design Language
The exterior design of the new Bentayga range has been
completely refreshed from the previous generation to create
an even more stylish and purposeful car. Every panel at the
front and rear of the car has been altered to give it a cleaner
and more modern look.
JP Gregory, Head of Exterior Design at Bentley Motors,
comments:
“We spent a long time examining how to improve the
proportions and character of the car. New Bentayga is still
instantly recognisable as a Bentley but now has a much
greater road presence, a more self-confident looking SUV
from whatever angle you look at the car. The prouder grill
and higher, more focused elliptical headlights give a much
more modern expression.” At the front, a larger and more
upright new matrix grille allows the Bentayga’s elegant bonnet
to sweep down to the very edge of the chrome work.
This gives the car a more dominant, upright profile and pushes
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the new elliptical LED matrix headlamps further apart,
raising them 30 mm higher leading to a more muscular
aesthetic. The new headlamps also include the marque’s
now-signature cut crystal design, which makes them appear
to sparkle even when not lit.
Perhaps the most dramatic design changes have been
reserved for the rear of the car, where the new Bentayga
range is radically different from its predecessor. In line with
the Continental GT, it features elliptical tail lamps for the
first time. The lights feature within an all-new, full-width
tailgate, resulting in a cleaner, more contemporary look. The
licence plate has moved down into the bumper, allowing for
prominent Bentley lettering above.
The dynamic new looks are further accentuated with
a breadth of individualisation possibilities, including the
contemporary urban appeal of the Blackline Specification
that replaces all exterior chrome with black versions.
Craftsmanship Redesigned
The Bentayga’s fine handcrafted cabin has been reimagined
for the new model. Already universally acclaimed as the
benchmark for luxury SUV interiors, new Bentayga Hybrid
now contains a modernised, unparalleled combination of
luxury materials and exquisite, intricate craftsmanship.
Bentley designers have created an even more relaxing
environment for passengers, wherever they travel. Among
the major changes to Bentayga’s more contemporary
interior are new door trims and steering wheel, plus a
redesigned centre fascia and digital instrumentation cluster.
These are complemented by new seats that further improve
on the industry-recognised benchmark for seat comfort.
Two versatile seating configurations are available in the
new Bentayga Hybrid. The standard five-seat benefits from
an all-new seat frame, doubling the travel of the rear-seat
recline angle, and the optional four-seat layout features
two individual rear seats separated by a centre console.
The ergonomics of the four-seat configuration are further
enhanced from a 30 mm increase in knee room in the
upright seated position, with an improvement of almost 100
mm in the reclined position, helping to make luxury travel
even more comfortable. A new quilting design is included
in Mulliner Driving Specification cars, while customers can
choose from eight sustainably-sourced veneers including
two straight grained options new to Bentayga – Koa and
Crown Cut Walnut.
Information At The Press Of A Button
The new Bentayga range now has a fully digital driver’s
information panel similar to the Continental GT and
new Flying Spur. The display brings a contemporary
look to the cockpit, can be customised to the driver’s
requirements and features real-time lighting effects with
elegant animations. The standard Bentayga tachometer that
displays engine speed is replaced with a dial showing when
the car is operating in pure EV Drive, or engine speed if
the combustion engine is operating for the Hybrid version.
A battery status dial replaces the coolant temperature
gauge. Setting new standards in the sector for customer
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technology interfaces, the new Bentayga introduced
a new, cutting-edge infotainment system. A bigger
and brighter, high-resolution 10.9-inch touchscreen,
with an anti-reflection and anti-glare coating and
much improved touch functionality, now spans
the entire width of the centre fascia for a more
contemporary look.
The infotainment screen can display energy flow in
each of the three E Modes, showing whether the
vehicle is being powered by energy supplied by the
battery, or the combustion engine – or whether
energy is flowing back to the battery in order to
charge it.

The Bentley Hybrid Efficiency Navigation system
features free text, context-specific search entry,
including an address or point of interest. Navigation
is improved with a three-dimensional building
display, satellite maps, content in the driver’s next
generation Head-Up Display and several other
useful features. The Head-Up Display can now
project traffic information, street names and distance
to destination too.
As well as the usual array of media sources, wireless
Apple CarPlay is now standard in the new Bentayga
range (in addition to the previous standard wired
system), along with Android Auto for the first time
in a Bentley. With a corresponding phone plugged
in to one of the car’s USB-C sockets, the central
infotainment screen mirrors the smartphone display.
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BENTLEY ACHIEVES RECORD SALES IN
MOST CHALLENGING OF YEARS
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Bentley Motors today announced total sales of 11,206 in 2020, an
increase of two per cent over 2019. Although the pre-COVID sales
forecast was much greater, new model introductions fuelled this
significant achievement which was the highest sales performance in
any of the luxury British marque’s 101 years.
Bentley’s production was shutdown for seven weeks beginning in
March, and running at a 50 per cent output for a further nine weeks
thereafter, as social distancing measures were introduced. A resulting
comprehensive redesign of the production facility enabled Bentley
to meet this global demand while in parallel maintaining these social
distancing protocols to the current day and beyond.
The Americas remained Bentley’s number one region although a
strong performance in China, posting an increase of 48 per cent, ran
it close. Commenting on the global sales results, Adrian Hallmark,
Chairman and CEO of Bentley Motors, said:
“Even though we anticipated greater sales before the pandemic
struck, when you consider the level of restrictions around the world
for the majority of the year, to achieve a record sales performance is
a strong measure of our potential.
“As we look to the year ahead we remain cautiously optimistic as
much remains uncertain. One thing that doesn’t is our commitment
to progress, the first step of which is the launch of the Bentayga
Hybrid. This is one of nine new models we will launch this year as
we continue on our Beyond100 strategic path and our accelerated
journey towards becoming a fully electrified car company by 2030.”
Key to the company’s ongoing success was the introduction of a
number of exciting new models, combined with greater global
availability of other popular models. In particular the all-new Flying
Spur was launched internationally and received a phenomenal
reception from customers and media alike.

This demand was increased further in October with the introduction
of a high-performance V8 engine derivative.
The Bentley Continental GT (24 per cent) and GT Convertible (15
per cent) together accounted for 39 per cent of total sales, finishing
the year as Bentley’s number one selling model line. However, in
spite of the run out of the previous generation model, and delays
to market entry of the all-new Bentayga due to the COVID-19
pandemic, the pioneering, go-anywhere SUV was still the biggest
selling single model, accounting for 37 per cent of total sales.
The Americas region delivered 3,035 cars, an increase of four per
cent on the corresponding figure for 2019, 2,913. Placing the region
as Bentley’s number one market, this strong performance was
boosted by the introduction of the Flying Spur and a full year of sales
of the Continental GT and GT Convertible luxury Grand Tourer.
Bentley’s biggest growth was reserved for China, posting a sales
increase of 48 per cent, 2,880 cars, against 1,940, as the traditional
sedan market welcomed the introduction of the all-new Flying Spur,
with Bentayga sales remaining strong.
Europe closed the year with the delivery of 2,193 cars, against a
figure of 2,670 in 2019, a decrease of 18 per cent with the region
impacted because of the market entry delays of the all-new Bentayga.
Bentley’s home market in the UK continued its consistent strong
performance, recording sales of 1,160 cars. This represented a
decrease of 22 per cent over the previous year.
Bentley delivered 735 cars to the Middle East in 2020, against a total
of 852 the previous year.
Finally, the Asia Pacific region posted an increase of six per cent,
delivering 1,203 cars, against 1,139 sold in 2019.
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Braman Rolls-Royce & Bentley
Motor Cars Palm Beach

Embodies tranquillity. Exudes dynamism.
The new Flying Spur

2801 Okeechobee Boulevard

Discover more at 2801 Okeechobee Boulevard, West Palm Beach or contact
Bentley Palm Beach by calling us at 561-424-7415 or visiting BramanBentleyPalmBeach.com
The name ‘Bentley’ and the ‘B’ in wings device are registered trademarks.
© 2020 Bentley Motors, Inc. Model shown: Flying Spur.
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